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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Agency for the Prevention of Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeSID</td>
<td>Center for Free Elections and Democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIL</td>
<td>Center for Independent Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Novel Coronavirus Disease 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRTA</td>
<td>Center for Research, Transparency and Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICON</td>
<td>Disability-Inclusive Consultation Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPO</td>
<td>Disabled Persons' Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>Election Dispute Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMB</td>
<td>Election Management Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENEMO</td>
<td>European Network of Election Monitoring Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRECO</td>
<td>Group of States Against Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDSCS</td>
<td>Institute for Democracy Societas Civilis–Skopje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTQ</td>
<td>Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, or Queer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDULS</td>
<td>Ministry of Public Administration and Local Self-Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIHR</td>
<td>Office of Democratic Institutions and Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REM</td>
<td>Regulatory Authority of Electronic Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Republic Electoral Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS</td>
<td>Serbian Progressive Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM</td>
<td>Technical Election Assessment Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVR</td>
<td>Unified Voter Register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary
Since the first elections in Republic of Serbia held under the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament in 2000, the electoral process has advanced to meet international standards and practices. However, there are long-standing unimplemented recommendations and concerns posed by the international community. These gaps are exacerbated by democratic backsliding, especially in the electoral process; during the 2020 parliamentary elections in Serbia, citizen and international observers noted a number of challenges and barriers to genuine and democratic elections. Such issues contribute to the stagnation of Serbia’s progress toward European Union integration and the overall quality of the country’s democracy.

To determine both the strong suits and vulnerabilities of the Serbian electoral process, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) employed its Technical Election Assessment Mission (TEAM) methodology to implement an overarching assessment of core elements of the electoral process that is central to election administration delivery, reflective of inclusion and accessibility and regulated by robust legal and regulatory frameworks. This assessment covers pre-determined categories based on a preliminary evaluation of needs and gaps in the electoral process. Through face-to-face and online interlocutor interviews, coupled with extensive desk research, the evaluation team used the findings enumerated in this report to identify key recommendations to inform targeted assistance interventions for electoral stakeholders. Those recommendations were designed to improve election administration, management, access and adjudication.

The assessment found that the election environment in Serbia is riddled with redundancies, decentralization, exclusionary practices and a lack of clarity. While the electoral legal framework is extensive, it spans a number of separate laws, which obfuscate the framework itself and has paved the way for a multitude of gaps and inconsistencies. In parallel, the legal framework in Serbia provides robust protections for marginalized populations, including women and the LGBTQ community, persons with disabilities, young people and national minorities. However, a number of obstacles require additional protections to remedy discrimination and underrepresentation.

Electoral operations in Serbia are a microcosm of the issues of the wider electoral process. The voter registration process is complex, opaque and decentralized, and the accuracy of the UVR remains a persistent concern for both observers and the public. Efforts to improve the process include the government’s establishment of the Working Group for the Verification of the Voter List, but further improvements can be made. Polling station operations are the most visible component of electoral operations; they require significant resources and capacity to protect election integrity. Serbia’s polling stations face challenges in accessibility and defending against violations of voting procedures, including fraud practices and voter discrimination. The first-line defenders of election integrity in polling stations are polling board members, yet selection and training criteria have deficiencies that threaten the delivery of democratic elections.

1 Citizen and international observation missions include the Organization for Security and Cooperation’s Office of Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR), CRTA and CeSID.
3 For more details on the Working Group, visit https://www.srbija.gov.rs/dokument/422955.
The counting and tabulation process in Serbia, while well laid out, is very complicated. The process does not provide for solutions when voters make mistakes on ballots and involves numerous entities, which leads to opaque practices and confusion among responsible officials. The quality of training for polling board members and election administrators and security of the process itself is indicative of the need for greater clarity and more resources.

As noted above, Serbia’s electoral process is highly decentralized. This is especially evident in electoral management and leadership. The national-level election management body, RIK, administers national elections, along with local elections when they take place during national elections. RIK is an independent institution with standing board members as well as extended composition members appointed during election periods. RIK relies on an ad-hoc secretariat staffed by civil servants from the National Assembly and other government agencies, many of whom work in a Working Group format rather than a permanent secretariat in line with international standards. RIK is also supported by municipal-based Working Bodies, a structure that further complicates election management and muddles lines of authority. As a result of the non-permanent structure of RIK’s secretariat, institutional knowledge differs with every election period, and commission-wide training and capacity-building is insufficient, including at the leadership level. While training resources are available, consistent and comprehensive approaches to election administration are lacking.

Electoral and political participation among marginalized populations, including women and the LGBTQ community, persons with disabilities, young people and national minorities leaves much to be improved, especially in relation to consistent and meaningful consultative mechanisms with interest groups. National minorities, particularly those from the Roma community and those who identify with the above populations, encounter intense discrimination. While women make up a significant proportion of elected officials in Serbia, proper implementation of legislation and entrenched cultural norms and beliefs about gender roles limit women’s meaningful participation in politics and election administration. Strides have been made to increase election access for persons with disabilities, including provisions for special voting services, the creation of the DICON at RIK and the development of national election information in accessible formats. However, DICON is not permanently institutionalized, and local election and campaign information is often not available in accessible formats. Young people also face barriers to meaningful participation. Disillusionment with politics and government in general, together with a lack of comprehensive and mandatory civic education, has alienated young people’s will and interest in electoral participation.

Advancing participation and understanding of the electoral process for the general public and marginalized populations is integral to sustain an engaged electorate. In Serbia, civic and voter education lacks a standardized approach and continuity. Formal civic education in the school system is offered via an ungraded elective course which, assessment findings show, does little to impact students’ democratic attitudes. Moreover, educators lack resources and training to teach the course. Voter education is characterized as ad-hoc, and RIK does not have the institutional infrastructure or resources to conduct regular voter education, particularly targeted toward women, persons with disabilities, first-time voters and young people, and national minorities.
Observers have noted widespread alleged corruption in Serbian elections, particularly as it pertains to political and campaign finance and the abuse of state resources. The political finance framework has been criticized for its lack of transparency, which would benefit from improved pre-election reporting requirements. There is also room to improve formal procedures for complaints review and government oversight of political finance violations. This extends to abuse of state resources, which often are not effectively monitored or counteracted, and political will to address the issue is limited.

In the post-election period, electoral dispute resolution was determined to be constrained by time and resources. In particular, rules and procedures for investigating and resolving complaints was identified as a priority area for reform to address indications of significant challenges in ensuring procedural due process stemming from short timelines for resolving disputes, as well as significant gaps in procedures for complaint adjudication and investigation. Additionally, there is a need to introduce training and public outreach to increase the credibility of the electoral dispute resolution process overall.

As a result of this assessment, IFES recommends significant investment in comprehensive training and capacity-building for government and independent institutions and bodies tasked with the administration, management and adjudication of elections. Consultative and inclusive mechanisms must be introduced to engage diverse stakeholders and marginalized groups in the electoral process. RIK and local election management bodies must also improve coordination, collaboration and delineation of responsibilities to effectively deliver genuine and democratic elections in Serbia. For RIK, this means institutionalizing its secretariat, public consultation platforms and procedures to promote election integrity and credibility while also ensuring public trust and confidence in election administration.

**Technical Recommendations Summary**

In the table below, summary recommendations (discussed in more detail in the rest of this report) in the first column are organized by assessment category. Primary actors are listed in the middle column, and the third column identifies the priority level of the recommendation by timeframe to inform relevant stakeholders’ strategic planning processes. These time periods relate to the next anticipated national elections in April 2022. Short-term is defined as one to six months, medium-term as seven to 18 months (anticipating the next elections), and long-term is 19 months or longer. The table includes recommendations for each of IFES’ core service lines (as defined in its methodological framework), that the assessment report considers. The context of each recommendation is described in relevant sections below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electoral Legal Framework</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a review of the electoral legal framework with the aim of filling gaps</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium- to long-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in legislation and harmonizing rules and standards; adopt a unified electoral</td>
<td></td>
<td>term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure meaningful public consultation for all substantive changes to the legal</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium- to long-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>framework and make substantive changes at least a year in advance of elections.</td>
<td></td>
<td>term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes around the initial proposed reforms and feedback from stakeholders should be transparent and open to the public.</th>
<th>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</th>
<th>Medium- to long-term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remove restrictions on the right to vote on the basis of perceived or actual psychosocial or intellectual disability to bring the law in line with international human rights standards.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish clear criteria for registration of national minority political parties for parliamentary elections.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amend the Law on Members of Parliament to include a gender quota for RIK commissioners.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Electoral Operations

#### Voter Registration

| Further develop the website interface for voter scrutiny of the UVR to include additional voter awareness information and to enable voters to directly identify corrections and generate forms with supporting materials to facilitate correcting or updating their details. | MDULS | Medium-term |
| Conduct a verification and audit of the UVR. | Working Group for the Verification of the Unified Voter List | Short-term |
| Assess the potential value and impact of the Central Population Register on future updates and maintenance of the UVR, including potential improvements to the quality, accuracy and harmonization of citizen source data and processes used for the UVR. | MDULS | Long-term |
| Consider regular electronic publication of UVR statistics disaggregated by Local Self-Government area, including summarized statistics on the updates applied. | MDULS | Medium-term |
| Publish gender-disaggregated voter registration data. | MDULS | Medium-term |

#### Polling Station Operations

<p>| Investigate the effectiveness of current practices in sealing ballot boxes and consider alternatives. | RIK | Short-term |
| Consider revising ballot design to increase voter-friendliness. | RIK | Medium-term |
| Establish minimum criteria (e.g., related to size, accessibility, building conditions) for potential polling station venues. | RIK | Medium-term |
| Create and maintain a unified database of all locations frequently used as polling stations across the country, including the extent to which they meet minimum criteria. | RIK | Medium-term |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conduct periodic analyses of accessibility audit data and use the data to update polling station selection.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardize the accessibility assessment checklist with metrics such as ramp grades and door widths in centimeters.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Long-term (before the next audit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce specific criteria for the selection of polling board members and require all members to participate in trainings and pass post-training tests.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During polling board member training, include sessions on electoral violations, emphasize members’ role in reporting such violations and instruct them on how to report them.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider offering online training for polling board members in addition to in-person sessions.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Short- to medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule polling board member training sessions closer to election day and complete all modifications to instructions before the training. Alternatively, introduce short “refresher” sessions closer to election days.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop instruction booklets for polling board members, condensing information and emphasizing procedural changes since previous elections.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gather consistent, standardized data from polling board training sessions and draw lessons learned to enhance engagement.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit the number of voting booths in smaller polling stations to respect the principle of voting secrecy.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide clearer signage for polling stations, especially in areas with several polling stations. Assign polling board members or other staff to help voters identify their polling stations.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide clearer signage on ballot boxes for different races and ensure polling board members monitor voting, helping voters place their ballots in the right boxes.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In consultation with DPOs, pilot tactile ballot guides to enable persons with visual disabilities to vote independently and in secret.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counting and Tabulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve training for polling board members on counting and aggregation of results by polling boards.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revise the design of the results form’ and supporting form to be more user-friendly.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce a correction form for use when mistakes in the original results protocols are found.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include results process information in voter information efforts.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Voting Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enfranchise voters in hospitals who are not able to go to a polling station on</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>election day by expanding mobile teams or setting up new polling stations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue good practices from adjustments as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>such as the ability to request a mobile ballot box up to 48 hours before the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>election.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase voter information efforts on the mobile team option for voters with</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disabilities or other conditions that hinder their access to a polling station.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electoral Management and Leadership</strong></td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a permanent RIK secretariat with core election officers to support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drafting regulations and procedures, developing voter education campaigns,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparing manuals and polling board member trainings, designing results systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and conducting other election administration activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change the appointment process for the RIK Secretary so RIK Commissioners make</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the decision.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a detailed operations plan for election administration.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Election Management Body Training and Capacity-Building</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess RIK and local election commission’s capacities to plan and implement</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electoral processes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a capacity-building plan for RIK Commissioners, <em>ad-hoc</em> Secretariat</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staff and local election commissions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a detailed training plan for RIK’s Working Bodies, including updated</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manuals and adult pedagogical approaches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce codes of conduct for election officials and technical staff.</td>
<td>RIK, local election</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commissions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inclusion, Access and Participation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify focal points for youth, disability and gender, and institutionalize</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existing working groups, such as DICON.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop first-time voter strategies, including communications, voter</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>registration and voter education.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a gender equality and social inclusion policy to respond to</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium- to long-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunities to mitigate barriers to the participation of women, young people</td>
<td></td>
<td>-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and persons with disabilities throughout the electoral cycle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop policies on equal employment opportunities and reasonable</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accommodations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect and disaggregate voter data by age, gender and disability.</td>
<td>Statistical Office and RIK</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update the poll worker manual with good practices such as priority queuing, which is currently a recommended practice but has not been formalized.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that citizen observation efforts include gender considerations and gender analysis, as well as accessibility.</td>
<td>Civil society organizations</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build partnership and cooperation mechanisms between government and civil society to support civil society groups, (such as women’s civil society organizations and DPOs), especially in rural areas, to enable them to advocate more robustly on issues important to them during the campaign period.</td>
<td>Independent state institutions, government, civil society</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a partnership with the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Youth and Sports to better strategize and coordinate efforts to increase the inclusive political participation of young people.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Civic and Voter Education

#### Civic Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support making the civic education elective course mandatory and graded or integrate basic principles of civic education into primary school curricula.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-engage with civil society and education experts to update civic education curricula continuously and ensure that topics taught cover the full range of civic participation.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support robust development of student parliaments with learning materials.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide more support to national minority communities by ensuring civic education teaching materials and resources are consistently available and updated in local languages.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make civic education materials available in formats such as braille, audio and easy-to-read so they are accessible to students with disabilities.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the capacity of civic education educators by revising and strengthening teacher training certification programs.</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Voter Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish a formal voter education strategy incorporating research, feedback and recommendations from diverse stakeholders, including local young leaders, women’s groups, DPOs and other rights groups.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish, staff and fund a dedicated voter education unit or Working Group to ensure adequate implementation of comprehensive voter education; identify gaps in messaging or within key groups.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider partnering with the Ministry of Education to develop voter education materials targeting first-time voters for use in civic education classes.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct an accessibility audit of RIK’s website and update it to ensure voter education and information is accessible.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage political parties to share information on their party platforms and campaigns in accessible formats.</td>
<td>RIK</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Political Finance and Corruption in Elections

#### Political Finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandate political parties to spend 15 percent of their public funding on initiatives related to gender equality.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carefully consider pre-election reporting requirements to avoid burdens for campaigns and oversight institutions.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider establishing a formalized procedure for the receipt and review of complaints about political finance violations.</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify how cross-checking financial reports with external data sources can improve oversight and continue to build on positive engagement with public institutions and civil society entities.</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Abuse of State Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review the regulatory framework against abuse of state resources, including pressure put on staff in public institutions and misuse of public premises and social media accounts. This review must include all relevant actors and focus on how to monitor compliance with provisions being introduced and sanction potential violations.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium- to long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include local and marginalized populations in anti-corruption oversight and implementation of anti-corruption plans.</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Independence and Accountability of the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work to ensure that procedures and policies are formalized in writing and published to build trust and maintain accountability to the public.</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider submitting reports to the National Assembly to highlight critical areas of concern or recommendations, particularly related to political finance and abuse of state resources, to help build a stronger oversight relationship with the National Assembly.</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider proactively engaging and collaborating with civil society organizations, especially those involved in monitoring money in politics.</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Electoral Dispute Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conduct an inclusive, consultative review of the legal and regulatory framework to guide a reform process to fill gaps and ensure consistency.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process with RIK, APC and Administrative Court</td>
<td>Medium- to long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish consistent rules of procedure to resolve electoral complaints; introduce a robust, transparent and secure case management system.</td>
<td>RIK, APC</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update filing and decision-making timelines to protect due process and meet international standards.</td>
<td>National Assembly/Election Reform Process</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the capacity of election commissions on EDR and investigations.</td>
<td>RIK, Administrative Court, Prosecutor’s Office</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct voter education and public outreach on how to use and access the complaint adjudication process.</td>
<td>RIK, Administrative Court</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Background**

Democratic progress in Serbia is stalled, in part due to a polarized and insufficient electoral environment.\(^4\) The recommendations for electoral reform posited by a number of international and domestic institutions and civil society groups remain unimplemented and hamper advancement in the European Union accession process. Despite efforts to address recommendations, elections in Serbia have been characterized by state capture, alleged political corruption and a diminishing civil society and media space. This assessment provides a multi-categorical analysis of the electoral process to determine key gaps and vulnerabilities that threaten election integrity, as well as opportunities and relationships that can be leveraged to secure reforms. IFES developed targeted recommendations across designated sectors of the electoral process for relevant election institutions and for the government to implement in pursuit of inclusive, genuine and democratic elections in Serbia.

At the center of the political stage in Serbia are President Aleksandar Vučić and the SNS, which has steadily become the most influential political entity in the country, with widespread influence over the government.\(^5\) In the June 2020 parliamentary elections, the SNS secured an absolute majority, as one of only three parties passing the threshold of 3 percent (the two others, the Socialist Party of Serbia–United Serbia and Serbian Patriotic Alliance, formed a post-election coalition with SNS).\(^6\) With this mandate, the SNS is poised to remain the dominant decision-maker in Serbia, with little or no robust opposition that effectively challenges the status quo in the political sphere.

Election administration in Serbia is highly decentralized. The national-level EMB, the RIK, is by law an independent, permanent institution whose members serve a four-year mandate; it is supported primarily by National Assembly civil service employees. In addition to RIK, election legislation recognizes polling boards and election commissions as election bodies responsible for the administration of the election process.\(^7\)

In addition to the RIK, other electoral institutions include municipal election commissions and provincial election commissions; the APC, which is mandated to oversee political and campaign finance and the use of state resources; and the REM, which observes the electronic media environment, including during the election period, to ensure compliance with legislation on electronic media. Additionally, MDULS is responsible for maintenance of the voter registry, and the Administrative Court of Serbia adjudicates the complaints and appeals process, as prescribed by law. The electoral process is also subject to an oversight body housed within the National Assembly.

---


\(^6\) In addition to the three political parties mentioned here, four other political parties also entered the National Assembly on the basis of the threshold for ethnic minority parties provision.

\(^7\) Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Law on Local Elections and the Provincial Assembly Decision on the Election of Deputies to the Assembly of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina.
Assembly, the Supervisory Board, which was defined in law in 2000 but was established for the first time for the June 2020 parliamentary elections.

While Serbia has a vigorous citizen observation environment and a well-organized civil society infrastructure, the space for meaningful public consultation and inclusive responses to identified risks and challenges is limited. Public consultations do not follow a specified structure or approach, and recommendations made during consultations often are not integrated into policies or procedures. Efforts to expand consultation have increased in recent years, including through the Working Group for the Verification of the Voter List established in 2019, but recommendations for further public engagement, especially among marginalized populations, are left unimplemented.

Traditionally marginalized populations, including women and the LGBTQ community, persons with disabilities, young people and national minorities, have faced barriers to meaningful participation and access to the political and electoral process, relating to civic and voter education, equal representation and considerations for voting procedures. The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed and exacerbated election integrity challenges and obstacles for inclusive participation among marginalized groups. The government’s implementation of an effective COVID-19 response ahead of and during the June 21, 2020, parliamentary elections was marred by delayed decision-making, limited public communication and limited compliance by election officials, reflecting the need for greater capacity and resources among election administration.

The analysis and recommendations described in the following sections are designed to be addressed through the election reform process and relevant institutions, but also with tailored assistance interventions facilitated by IFES for its program beneficiaries through technical assistance and support, training and capacity-building and civic awareness and advocacy.

**Methodology**

The TEAM methodology is a standard model that IFES applies in overarching assessments of an electoral environment. The TEAM methodology approach is framed around core elements of the electoral process that are central to election administration delivery, contribute to ongoing debates in the democracy and governance community and underpin a democratic electoral process. The TEAM methodology harnesses this framework to draw on institutional knowledge from assessment conception through implementation.

The TEAM methodology also mainstreams inclusion of marginalized and underrepresented groups into analysis throughout the assessment process. A comprehensive election assessment will use inclusion as a cross-cutting analysis tool to explore barriers to the electoral process and highlight good inclusive practices. Specifically, integrating an inclusion analysis informs IFES' understanding of the country context in which the assessment is conducted by looking at who has access to and control over resources and services; who makes decisions in the community; and

---

8 Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Articles 99 and 100.
9 This selection of marginalized populations will be the subject of references to inclusion throughout this report.
how people of all gender identities, persons with disabilities, young people and national minorities are uniquely impacted by barriers to political life.

IFES determined the categories for this analysis after an initial evaluation of the electoral environment and consistent challenges faced in Serbian elections. The evaluation considered observation reports from international organizations—specifically, the OSCE’ ODIHR—and national civil society and citizen observers. The findings from these reports supported identification of priority issue areas and existing recommendations to strengthen the electoral process in Serbia. Based on this initial evaluation, the IFES assessment team, composed of senior electoral technical experts, identified gaps in priority areas that the TEAM implementation would address while avoiding duplicative efforts. The categories examined in this report are:

- **Electoral Legal Framework**;
- **Electoral Operations**;
- **Electoral Management and Leadership**;
- **Election Management Body Training and Capacity-Building**;
- **Inclusion, Access and Participation**;
- **Civic and Voter Education**;
- **Political Finance and Corruption in Elections**; and
- **Electoral Dispute Resolution**.

The assessment team held a series of face-to-face and online meetings with Serbian stakeholders, arranged based on the categories selected for analysis and gaps in knowledge identified during the preparatory phase. Interlocutors during this assessment mission included national and local election management bodies, oversight institutions, political parties, citizen observer organizations, civil society and interest groups and other local experts. Discussions with interlocutors were guided by protocols developed in advance of the meetings that mapped key informant interview questions across stakeholder and analysis categories. These questions were designed to answer a series of inquiries that measure the extent to which Serbia’s electoral legal, regulatory and procedural frameworks are in compliance with international standards and good practices.

As this TEAM took place amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, deployment took on a hybrid format. While part of the assessment team deployed to Serbia and met in person with select interlocutors, the majority of meetings took place remotely to include assessment team experts based in the United States as travel possibilities were reduced. As a result, the TEAM relied on shortened stakeholder meetings and remote interpretation in collecting data. While this limited to some extent the depth to which discussions covered relevant inquiries, the remote format enabled the assessment team to organize a greater number of stakeholder meetings, including some conducted with interlocutors residing outside the national capitol area.

**Assessment**

In the following sections, IFES draws on its established institutional and global comparative knowledge to assess how the Serbian electoral process measures up to international standards;
good practices; and recommendations for the administration, management and oversight of inclusive, genuine and democratic elections. By framing the analysis around principles of good governance in the electoral process, these sections offer an overview of expectations for a democratic electoral process, challenges and successes in the Serbian context and present recommendations to bridge potential gaps between international standards and practices and the reality in Serbia.

As described above, the analysis is based on data collected from desk research and stakeholder consultations. The data was used to additionally inform understanding of laws, regulations, practices and procedures in the electoral process and to support the design of targeted recommendations.

**Electoral Legal Framework**

The Serbian electoral legal framework is established primarily in the Serbian Constitution and a collection of individual laws pertaining to different electoral processes—the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Law on the Election of the President, Law on Local Elections and Law on Referendum and Civil Initiative. These are supplemented by other laws, including the Law on the Unified Electoral Roll, Law on the Councils of National Minorities, Law on the Financing of Political Activities, Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Law on Administrative Disputes, Law on Public Companies and Law on Basic Principles of the Educational System, as well as regulations from relevant institutions, such as election management bodies including RIK, MDULS, APC and REM.

**Clarity of the Legal and Regulatory Framework**

Many election observers and interlocutors consulted during this assessment indicated a need for a comprehensive review of the electoral legal framework to address gaps and inconsistencies. Some noted, in particular, a need to harmonize the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament and Law on Local Elections, while others, including CRTA, have advocated for the introduction of a unified electoral code to replace numerous laws governing different electoral events in order to resolve a lack of harmonization and inconsistent regulation.

Some gaps in the legal framework have been filled through rule-making processes. For example, the OSCE/ODIHR Final Report on the 2020 Parliamentary Elections noted that, based on the findings of a working group, the “government issued instructions and recommendations to various state agencies” on important measures related to “voter registration, post-election inspection of the voter list by voters, election observation, misuse of state resources, and work of the media regulatory body,” which were implemented through secondary legislation. Acknowledging that these were positive measures, the report found that “their introduction by government instructions

---

11 Article 70 prohibits the use of property, activities, name and visual identity of a public company for use in an election campaign.
12 Article 46 prohibits the use of educational institutions for political organizing or activities.
13 Interlocutor interviews with citizen observers; OSCE/ODIHR Final Report.
14 Interlocutor interviews with election administration.
15 Interlocutor interview with citizen observers.
and recommendations, rather than through amendments to laws, raised concerns about legal certainty.\(^{17}\)

To ensure legal certainty, it is important that electoral rights and key policies are enshrined in the law, whereas delegated legislation (regulations, rules and bylaws) provide the “administrative and technical detail to carry out the purpose of the statute.”\(^ {18}\) Procedures should be used to detail steps necessary to complete processes.\(^ {19}\) In addition to filling gaps and ensuring consistency, a comprehensive review of the electoral legal framework should aim to ensure that appropriate legal instruments are used to clarify and reinforce the validity of the legal framework.\(^ {20}\) This could also serve to clarify the roles and authorities of relevant institutions—RIK, electoral commissions at the local level, APC and REM.

Additionally, interlocutors consistently voiced concern about the amendments to the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament passed just months ahead of the start of the campaign period in February and March 2020.\(^ {21}\) These amendments introduced significant changes, including lowering the electoral threshold from 5 to 3 percent, increasing gender quotas on electoral lists and introducing weighted quotients for minority parties.\(^ {22}\) Some changes, like lowering the election threshold, were not discussed previously in any forum or requested by any stakeholder; others, including expanding the power to certify signatures for electoral lists, occurred after the election process had already begun.\(^ {23}\) Making amendments to the legal framework so close to an election is contrary to international standards;\(^ {24}\) in addition, many interlocutors noted that these changes were sudden and unexpected to many stakeholders, and some remained unaware of the changes.\(^ {25}\) This may have been due in part to the fact that no effective public consultation process was held ahead of the changes.\(^ {26}\) Interlocutors indicated that this eroded trust in the election process.\(^ {27}\)

**Protection of Fundamental Political Rights and Equal Participation**

Serbia is a state party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, a legally binding treaty that commits states to ensure that every citizen has the right to participate in public life. The Constitution of Serbia enshrines the protection of electoral rights, including the right to vote and be elected in free and direct elections by secret ballot\(^ {28}\) and the right to participate in the

21 “Preliminary findings and conclusions,” (2020). ENEMO, herein “ENEMO.”
25 Interlocutor interview with citizen observers.
26 Interlocutor interview with citizen observers.
27 Interlocutor interview with citizen observers.
28 Constitution of Serbia, Article 52.
management of public affairs. The right to vote is granted to all citizens who have permanent residence and who reach 18 years of age by election day. However, the right to vote is denied to those who have been stripped of legal capacity by court order. This is contrary to international human rights standards—specifically, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, to which Serbia is a party, which guarantees equal enjoyment of political and public rights for persons with disabilities. These provisions prevent "the exclusion of the right to vote on the basis of a perceived or actual psychosocial or intellectual disability."

Serbia has also ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and the Constitution guarantees gender equality. In addition, Serbia has a Gender Equality Law, which has a section dedicated to equality in political and public life, including requirements for political parties to take special measures to ensure gender equality, requires local government bodies to ensure gender equality and requires public institutions to collect gender-disaggregated data, among other stipulations. According to interlocuters, however, implementation of these provisions is lacking.

Serbia’s Constitution guarantees “equality and representation of different genders and members of national minorities shall be provided, in accordance with Law” in the National Assembly. Consistent with international guidance and European standards, Serbia’s Law on the Election of Members of Parliament established a zippered gender quota, which stipulates that 40 percent of an electoral list must be made up of candidates from the underrepresented gender and that two of every five candidates on an electoral list must be representatives of the less represented gender on the list (which in all cases would be women). If a party does not comply with this requirement after being provided an opportunity to remedy deficiencies, the list is rejected and is not eligible for the election. Similarly, the Law on Local Elections stipulates a 40 percent quota for the underrepresented gender with zippered placement requirements (two of every five candidates must be of the underrepresented gender) with the same penalties as for the quota for the National

---

29 Constitution of Serbia, Article 53.
30 Permanent residence is not a requirement to vote for president. Law on the Election of the President, Article 2.
31 Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Article 10; Law on Local Elections, Article 6; Law on the Election of the President, Article 2; OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 9.
34 Constitution of Serbia, Article 15.
35 Law on Gender Equality, Section 5.
36 Constitution of Serbia, Article 100.
37 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Article 4, specifically notes that temporary special measures – such as gender quotas – can accelerate de facto equality between women and men.
38 European standards set by the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers defines “balanced” representation as the proportion of women or men in any decision-making body not falling below 40 percent and urges the adoption of legislative reforms that include parity thresholds for elections. Recommendation Rec(2003)3. A case for higher thresholds and/or parity is also established in the Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters which notes that “If there is a specific constitutional basis, rules could be adopted guaranteeing some degree of balance between the two sexes in elected bodies, or even parity.” The Code also identifies good practices for quota design and implementation, such as a “zipper” system (a system that requires lists to alternate between women and men).
In the 2020 parliamentary elections, 38.8 percent of candidates elected to the National Assembly were women, ranking Serbia 28th of 190 countries for which there is data on the proportion of women in parliaments. This proportion puts Serbia above the global average (25.2 percent) and the European regional average (30.3 percent). There is no legal stipulation that a member of parliament who leaves office must be replaced by a member of the same gender or the underrepresented gender, meaning that there is no guarantee that a woman member who leaves office would be replaced by another woman. While the quota is critical to ensure women’s representation and descriptive representation, improvements still need to be made in substantive representation, as discussed further in the “Inclusion, Access and Participation” section below.

Article 3 of the Law on Youth, adopted in 2011, defines young people as ages 15 to 30, outlines the principles for youth participation, identifies young people’s rights and responsibilities, and calls for meaningful opportunities for their active participation at all levels of society. The Law on Youth notes the importance of equality and non-discrimination, recognizing that all young people, regardless of age, disability, sex, gender identity, minority background or social group affiliation have the same rights and shall enjoy equal participation in civic and political life. Further, Article 8 directly calls for all actors to create environments for and empower young people to be an active part of decision-making processes that contribute not only to their development, but also to the social development of Serbia. The Law on Youth laid the groundwork for the establishment of the Ministry of Youth and Sports and the National Youth Council, an advisory body drawn from local and provincial youth councils, as it relates to implementing the youth policy set forth in the Law on Youth. The law states that the National Youth Council should be composed of state and provincial administrative bodies, representatives from the National Minorities Council and respected experts.

Finally, the Serbian legal framework includes robust protections for national minorities, including specific rights for political and cultural association; equality in administering public affairs; and “self-governance in the field of culture, education, information and official use of their language and script.” Through recent legal amendments, the thresholds for electoral lists for national minority parties were removed and a formula to enhance the representation of national minority lists was introduced—votes cast for electoral lists are multiplied by 1.35 during the distribution of mandates. While this would seem to increase minority representation in the National Assembly, interlocutors have suggested that these changes were intended to minimize the impact of the opposition boycott of elections by increasing the number of political parties and further fragmenting the opposition.
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40 Law on Local Elections, Article 20.
42 “Global and regional averages of women in national parliaments,” Inter-Parliamentary Union Online. Retrieved from https://data.ipu.org/women-averages.
43 Law on Youth, Article 5.
44 Law on Youth, Article 8.
45 Constitution of Serbia, Articles 14 and 75–80.
46 Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Article 81 (2).
47 OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 7; ENEMO.
RIK is tasked with determining which parties qualify for national minority status when applying for participation in elections based on the criteria for minority lists—or determining those parties whose "main objective is to represent and advocate the interests of the national minority and to protect and improve the rights of the members of the national minority, in accordance with international legal standards."48 However, as the OSCE Final Report notes, there are no clear criteria for making this determination.49 Additionally, interlocutors have noted that national minority party status could be misused for its related benefits.50

**Recommendations**

1. **Conduct a review of the electoral legal framework:** The legal framework’s gaps in relation to international standards and discrepancies between provisions across laws positions it for a thorough review and subsequent series of amendments to fill gaps and harmonize rules and standards into a unified electoral code. Any such substantive changes must ensure achievement of political consensus and meaningful public consultation and must take place at least a year in advance of elections. The process should involve feedback from stakeholders.51

2. **Ensure inclusive and representational provisions in the legal framework:** Laws comprising the existing legal framework includes (or does not include) provisions that permit exclusionary practices. To ensure the meaningful participation of marginalized populations in Serbia, the relevant government institutions, such as the Commissioner for Equal Protection and Human Rights, and the designated working group in the National Assembly should remove restrictions on the right to vote on the basis of legal capacity to bring the law in line with international human rights standards and should establish clear criteria for the registration of national minority political parties for parliamentary elections. To improve representation in election administration, election legislation should be amended to ensure gender balance among the members of the election commissions.

**Electoral Operations**

**Voter Registration**

Voter registration in Serbia is conducted under the provisions of the Law on The Single Electoral Roll. The law outlines a voter registration process based on a permanent register, the UVR, which is updated continuously and maintained *ex-officio* by MDULS. The law states that the register shall be maintained as an electronic database with voter information entered by municipal administrations, reflecting each voter’s permanent residence. Separate and additional provisions are made in the law for absentee voters residing abroad and for internally displaced persons. There are currently no provisions that require the collection and/or publication of gender-disaggregated voter registration data.

Digitization of the source registers for the UVR was completed in January 2019. Since that date, all changes made at the municipal level to citizens’ records of permanent and temporary address,
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50 OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 19; Interlocutor interviews with citizen expert.
or to citizen’s’ civil registration records, have been consolidated into central databases maintained by the Ministry of Interior and MDULS, respectively. Under the law, MDULS is obligated to forward this information to the relevant municipal administrations to enable the administrations to formulate a “decision” and make corresponding changes to the UVR. All changes to the UVR must be based on a relevant decision that may be made ex-officio, or upon a citizen’s request based on data contained in birth, death or marriage registers or other official records and public documents.

Following the digitization of the source registers in 2019, MDULS compared and verified data across the digitized registers to identify potential duplicate voter registrations and any obsolete or deceased voters. Previously the removal of a deceased voter from the UVR required the receipt of an original death certificate. However, with the digitization of all registers, practices have been adopted allowing decisions based on electronic records.52

In 2019, the Ministry of Interior conducted nationwide verification of the accuracy of residential addresses,53 resulting in some addresses determined to be invalid. Following a process outlined in the Law on Permanent and Temporary Address, the addresses of a number of citizen’s were deactivated, resulting in these citizens being removed from the UVR upon notification from the ministry and decisions by municipal administrations.

Discussions with MDULS and municipal administrations revealed that, while facing some technical limitations, the organization generally has the skills and capacity to maintain the UVR. Local Self-Government administrations have broadly sufficient human resources and skills to process and update the UVR for their local areas, although they can be challenged in peak periods such as during the lead-up to elections. The level and effectiveness of computer equipment available in these administrations varies; some offices use outdated equipment and operating systems that could delay or disrupt UVR processing and expose the systems to cybersecurity threats.

**2020 Parliamentary Elections**

For the 2020 parliamentary elections, RIK announced that 6,584,376 voters were registered for the elections,54 a decrease of approximately 2 percent from those registered for the 2017 presidential elections. This was reported to be the largest decrease in registration between elections in decades.55 The reduction in the number of voters may be attributed to the cross-checks and removal of duplicate and obsolete voters conducted by MDULS, and the administrative actions taken by the Ministry of Interior following the verification of residential addresses.56 However, OSCE/ODIHR and CRTA question the legality and transparency in the relevant 2020 election reports.57

52 Interlocutor interview with MDULS.
54 “Decision on determining the final number of voters in the Republic of Serbia,” (June 19, 2020) Republic Electoral Commission.
55 CRTA Report.
57 OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 10, states that the Law does not foresee the permanent loss of residence unless requested by citizens abroad, and that interlocutors raised concern that voter list entries were removed through this
Interlocutor discussions did not highlight any specific concerns regarding the completeness and inclusiveness of the UVR for the 2020 parliamentary elections. Consistent with the findings of the CRTA Audit of Political Engagement 2018, some distrust of the UVR continues due to the perceived inclusion of deceased voters and voter’s living abroad, and the effectiveness of the overall UVR administrative procedures.

MDULS enables voters to verify their own UVR details using their personal identification numbers. The MDULS website provides the basic ability for voters to review and verify their UVR data within the parameters of the Law on Personal Data Protection but does not provide guidance or enable voters to initiate actions to update their details.

In June 2020, it was reported that 392,627 voters checked their details online, including 101,537 on election day. Observer reports referenced the mechanism on the MDULS website, but they additionally refer to lack of transparency in the overall process because the voter list is not made available for public perusal at the municipal level, as required under Article 14 of the Law on The Single Electoral Roll. Furthermore, Article 21 requires that the UVR be made available for perusal by the “submitter of the electoral lists” after the proclamation of the electoral lists.

In November 2018, Serbia adopted a new Law on Personal Data Protection that effectively aligned Serbia’s data protection legal framework with the provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). While articles 20 and 21 of the law allow citizens to access, review, and copy their own personal data, the law restricts wider access to any data enabling the identification of citizens without the citizen’s prior consent. The provisions of the Law on Personal Data Protection are inconsistent with Articles 14 and 21 of the Law on The Single Electoral Roll and prevent the implementation of the public scrutiny process for the UVR.

**Working Group for the Verification of the Voter List**

On September 26, 2019, the government established the Working Group for the Verification of the Unified Voter List, tasked with considering methods for verifying the accuracy of the UVR, including developing a detailed methodology and action plan. The Working Group is composed of representatives of government and civil society organizations and includes subgroups for statistical support and legal affairs.

The Working Group developed a methodology for verification of the UVR, which includes three steps: (1) statistical analysis of the data on the UVR, including demographic and geographic analysis and verification against other databases; (2) field-level verification of sample data from the UVR through household visits; and (3) verification of sample data collected from households against the UVR.

---

58 This audit indicates that only 25 percent of those surveyed believe that the UVR is accurate and up to date, 31 percent believe that the UVR is not accurate due to administrative reasons and 28 percent believe that it is not accurate due to political manipulation.
Under the Law on Personal Data Protection, the Working Group was required to develop an impact assessment on data privacy for the verification methodology, and to submit the assessment to the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection for review and approval. As of the date of this TEAM, the Working Group had submitted the impact assessment to the Commissioner.

A schedule for implementing the verification process cannot currently be determined due to uncertainty over the timing, feedback and requirements that the Commissioner may impose and over the impact of the COVID-19 public health crisis on field activities. Feedback from interlocutors indicates that CRTA is currently developing a COVID-19 mitigation strategy.

Central Population Register
In March 2019, the National Assembly passed the Law on the Central Population Register, which came into effect on September 1, 2020. It outlines the framework for the implementation of a central register for the population of Serbia. The register is administered by MDULS with the objective of establishing a single, centralized and reliable state database containing accurate and up-to-date data on the both citizens and foreigners residing in the country and to enable trusted authorities to perform their tasks based on a single source of data. Under the law, MDULS is authorized to determine the list of authorities and agencies that will have the right to receive or download data from the Central Register.

The Central Register is to aggregate data from different official databases including citizenship, birth/death certificates and other civil records, personal ID numbers, permanent and temporary residence, temporary residence abroad, ID and passport records, social security and taxpayer data, refugees, asylum seekers and foreigners with temporary and permanent stay permits. The agencies that maintain the original official records are obliged by law to transfer relevant data to the Central Register.62

Recommendations
1. **Improve the transparency of the UVR process:** A number of stakeholders have noted the lack of transparency in the voter registration process due to non-display of the UVR for public scrutiny at the Local Self-Government level prior to elections. While the Law on the Single Electoral Roll requires the UVR to be displayed for perusal by the public and submitters of electoral lists, this is prohibited under the Law on Personal Data Protection. To ensure clarity and consistency in legal provisions and expectations of the UVR process, efforts should be made to harmonize the legal provisions while ensuring all legally feasible transparency processes are available for the UVR process. Adding to distrust in the UVR process and the perceived lack of transparency is the limited or late publication of UVR statistics. To increase transparency in the UVR update process, MDULS should consider regular electronic publication of UVR statistics disaggregated by Local Self-Government area, including summarized statistics on the updates applied.

2. **Improve mechanisms for voter scrutiny of the UVR:** The online mechanism allowing voters to review their UVR details was widely utilized during the 2020 election period. It is

62 Law on the Central Population Register, Article 7, states that the minister in charge of administrative affairs shall determine by a decision the list of receiving bodies which have the right to directly download data from the Central Register, in the procedure prescribed by the Law.
recommended that MDULS further develop its website interface to include additional voter awareness information, and that it enable voters to directly identify corrections and to generate forms with supporting materials to facilitate correction or updating of their details.

3. **Verify and audit voter list:** To improve trust and confidence in the UVR, and to address perceptions of a lack of accuracy or manipulation of the UVR, a number of national and international stakeholders including ODIHR/ODIHR, CRTA and CeSID have recommended a verification and audit of the UVR. The Working Group for the Verification of the Unified Voter List is awaiting a response from the Commissioner for Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection prior to scheduling the verification and audit process. Due to the importance of verification in addressing current widespread negative perceptions, and to ensure the establishment of a qualitative baseline for the UVR, it is recommended that all required technical support and expertise be made available to the Working Group. This will ensure successful implementation of the proposed verification methodology, a full and comprehensive statistical analysis and determination of outcomes, and effective planning and institutionalization of process improvements. The UVR verification should not be seen as a one-off activity but should be integrated into ongoing verification and data quality assurance procedures.

4. **Consider the potential impact of the Central Population Register:** The UVR is currently maintained based on data from multiple sources, with data received and processed using inconsistent formats, and with municipal administrations at times carrying a heavy processing burden with insufficient technical resources. It is recommended that MDULS assess the potential value and impact of the Central Population Register on future updates and maintenance of the UVR, including any potential improvements in the quality, accuracy and harmonization of citizen source data and processes used for the UVR. The assessment should also identify the potential for simplification of UVR administrative procedures, including any that would reduce technical and administrative burdens on municipal administrations. The provisions of the legal framework should be reviewed to identify any amendments required to accommodate the simplification and harmonization of data exchange processes and administrative procedures.

5. **Publish gender-disaggregated voter registration data:** Gender-disaggregated voter registration data allows for more meaningful analysis of the voter list. For example, if there are areas or regions where women are underrepresented on the voter list compared to the general population, this might indicate errors with the voter list. Publishing the gender-disaggregated data publicly enables other stakeholders to do their own analysis and also is more transparent.

**Polling Station Operations**

Polling station operations (or voting operations) on election day are often the most visible component of the electoral process, which means that their successes or failures can have a tremendous impact on how stakeholders perceive the integrity of the elections as a whole. The positive experiences of voters, poll workers and observers in polling stations can contribute to increasing confidence in the process as well as encouraging participation. The assessment team evaluated a series of factors that can affect the quality and effectiveness of these voting operations—from the opening to the closing of voting premises, queue management and control, verification of voters’ eligibility, ballot casting, counting of votes and transmission of
results. The assessment team also examined the extent to which polling stations were accessible, poll workers were well-trained, integrity measures were respected, policies and procedures were sound and transparent and, if relevant, materials were available.

**Polling Site Setup and Management of Voting Procedures**

Polling station setups: Polling stations receive ballots, ballot boxes, UV spray and lamps to mark and check voters’ fingers, voting booths (cardboard screens mounted on tables), printed markings and flags, relevant excerpts from the voter list, checklists, pens and sealing materials. According to observer reports, polling stations are usually well-equipped, but some—especially in rural areas—are too small for the number of polling board members. As small polling stations sometimes have a large number of polling board members and more voting booths than would be appropriate, the setup might compromise the secrecy of the vote, since polling board members might be able to see voters making their selections. The election administration should consider establishing minimum criteria (related to size, accessibility and building conditions) for the venues that can be used as polling stations and emphasize during training sessions that polling board members should set up only as many voting booths as the polling station can accommodate without compromising the secrecy of the vote. It is also recommended that RIK maintain a unified database of all locations frequently used as polling stations across the country, with detailed information about the extent to which they meet the abovementioned criteria, speeding approval of polling locations.

Another issue frequently raised by interlocutors is poor identification of polling stations, especially in areas where several polling stations are set up, such as classrooms in the same public school, where voters often struggle to find the right station. Clearer and more prominent signage should help voters locate their polling stations, as will assigning polling board members or other staff in those locations to help voters find where they should vote.

Accessibility of polling stations and voting procedures: RIK conducted its first accessibility audit of all polling stations in 2020 and is expected to conduct further audits every two years. The audit questionnaire collected data on parking, ramps, doorways and stairs. Instituting a periodic practice of auditing polling stations should be lauded, and RIK can improve upon both the quality of data collected and the use of that data to make decisions on polling station selection. The audit questionnaire did not provide metrics (such as grades for ramps or width of doorways) in the checklist to determine whether polling stations meet domestic or international accessibility standards. Instead, questionnaires rely on the judgment of auditors to determine whether polling stations are accessible. The guidelines that accompany the questionnaire should be based on the Technical Standards Rulebook developed by the Ministry of Construction, Transport and

---

63 According to a report by CeSID, only about 2 percent of polling stations did not receive all required material for the 2016 elections. Given that the 2020 elections required different material, especially due to COVID-19, CeSID could not compare the level of preparedness of polling stations between the two elections.

64 As every political party or coalition in the electoral list can nominate members to the extended congregation, the number of polling board members can become very large. During the 2020 parliamentary elections, for example, up to 24 polling members were allowed per polling station (21 from political parties and coalitions and three from the permanent board).

Infrastructure. This resource is provided as a separate document to support the audit. RIK can further ensure the utility of data collected using the guidelines by connecting the audit questionnaire to standards in this document. Additionally, although RIK required auditors to follow a standard format, some did not follow instructions for entering data, according to an interlocutor. Findings must be entered into Excel spreadsheets by hand, a practice that takes considerable time. In addition, the format of the resulting qualitative data cannot yet be reconciled across districts. RIK could improve upon this process by building its own capacity to conduct additional trainings with auditors and create a standard online form for submitting findings directly to a RIK database.

Accessibility audit data is publicly available at RIK’s website. Because the government of Serbia does not collect information on where persons with disabilities live, polling station audit results also cannot be prioritized based on where voters are most likely to request accommodations. Collecting the data has prompted the reassignment of around 500 polling stations to replace inaccessible buildings, according to an election administration interlocutor. The RIK has also sent guidelines on accessibility to municipalities, which propose potential polling stations to RIK.

Interlocutors from the election administration pointed to challenges in compliance with ballot secrecy principles for voters with visual disabilities. First, the legal deadlines leave a very short window of time between the closing of the candidates list and election day, making it challenging to produce tactile ballot guides in time for production and distribution. Second, the lists are usually long, containing electoral list names in multiple languages on the same ballot in many municipalities, resulting in varying ballot formats. As a result, it may be difficult to fit the corresponding braille characters on the guide. Finally, RIK does not have records of the number of voters with disabilities, in which precincts they vote, or the accommodations they prefer for voting. Tactile ballot guides do not necessarily require the use of braille characters; many use raised symbols other than braille to identify parties. Some countries have developed alternative tactile formats to be used with audio recordings, for example. When tactile ballot guides are developed, education is critical to ensure that voters with visual disabilities know how to use them to vote independently. Polling board member trainings on a newly introduced tactile ballot guide is also important to ensure that staff know the guide exists and can tell voters how to use it. Alternative forms of voting could be considered, in consultation with persons with disabilities and their organizations, such as telephone voting, which can be done at the polling station or, potentially, from home.

---

67 Interlocutor interview with election administration.
Verification of voters’ eligibility: As shared by interlocutors, common issues during verification of voters’ eligibility include voters who changed their names after marriage but whose names were not updated on the voter roll and errors by polling board members. During the 2020 parliamentary elections, polling board members sometimes accidentally marked the wrong names on the voter roll, leading to voters who had not yet voted being informed they had already cast their ballots. Another issue reported by observers, especially in smaller municipalities where people are more likely to know each other, is that polling board members might skip the verification of voters’ documents. Gaps in training of polling board members can lead to these mistakes, and ineffective administration of voting procedures, including during verification of eligibility (more details on this topic are in the following section). However, in some cases, polling board members understand the procedure but feel it is impolite to ask people they know for identification. Training sessions should highlight the importance of applying the procedure in a standard manner to all voters, regardless of how well the polling board members know them.

It is important to note that RIK has reported no formal complaints about discrimination or suppression of voters at polling stations. RIK does, however, receive calls throughout election day from voters encountering issues during voting, and it works with election administration officials and polling board members to resolve them.

Ballot design and ballot boxes: During parliamentary elections, voters make selections by picking the name of an electoral list. The collective electoral lists with candidates’ names are displayed in the polling station on election day, but not on the ballots.

During concurrent elections, when voters receive more than one ballot, it is common to see ballots placed in the wrong ballot box, even though the ballots are of different colors. This issue occurred in almost 30 percent of polling stations during the last elections, when voters cast ballots for parliamentary, province of Vojvodina and municipal races. Posting clearer signage and ensuring that a polling board member monitors the ballot casting and that voters are using the right ballot box could mitigate the problem.

Violations during voting procedures: According to interlocutors, several illegal or unethical practices have been observed in polling stations in recent elections in Serbia. Both in 2016 and 2020, for example, observers reported people engaging in what is known as “Bulgarian train,” in which voters willing or pressured to sell their votes receive a pre-filled ballot before entering the polling station. During the 2020 elections, CRTA reported three cases of Bulgarian train on election day, including in a polling station in the Zrenjanin municipality. Voters cast pre-filled ballots and bring back the unused ones as proof they cast the ballot they were given. Ballots in Serbian elections use security features (special paper, watermark and stamp) to prevent political

---

72 In polling stations where this problem was observed, elections were annulled and conducted at a later date.


74 CRTA equivocally refers to this practice as “carousel voting.” The common use of this term, however, refers to the transportation of voters to multiple polling stations to cast multiple votes. The IFES team followed up with CRTA to confirm the group was rather referring to Bulgarian train practices. See “Voter turnout by 2pm 27 percent, another complaint to the police for the case of the ‘Carousel Voting’,” (June 21, 2020). CRTA. Retrieved from https://crta.rs/en/voter-turnout-by-2pm-27-percent-another-complaint-to-the-police-for-the-case-of-the-carousel-voting
actors from producing and filling ballots prior to election day, which indicates that the violation might occur on the day votes are cast. Voters were also seen taking pictures of their ballots, even though the use of cell phones and cameras inside polling stations is prohibited.

Another practice reportedly observed in some municipalities was the transportation of voters to polling stations by political parties to increase turnout.\(^{75}\) Undue pressure on voters to turn out was observed in several forms. It was reported, for example, that political actors often identify voters, especially those who work in the public sector, and intimidate them to vote for incumbents at the risk of losing their jobs if they refuse. Parallel recordkeeping inside polling stations contributes to this intimidation, as political parties can receive specific information on who voted.\(^{76}\)

In “family voting,” family members go to the polling booth with a voter and potentially influence or direct their choices, a practice that is relatively common in Serbia. Women are disproportionately affected by family voting, and male family members often direct female relatives how to cast their ballots.\(^{77}\) One interlocutor noted that “women vote how their husbands tell them to,” particularly in more rural areas. In smaller national minority communities, collective voting occurs often; this has limited the equal participation of all individuals who identify as members of national minorities.\(^{78}\) For example, according to one interlocutor, in some Roma communities in south Serbia, a coordinator will “collect” voters who travel together to the polling station, creating peer pressure to vote for a certain party. One legal expert commented that national minorities rely on national minority political parties to ensure their representation, as they do not feel represented by mainstream parties.

Finally, despite campaign silence regulations, it is still possible to see individuals trying to influence voters and distributing campaign material in the vicinity of polling stations. According to interlocutors, polling board members tend to turn a blind eye to these violations, which undermine the integrity of the process and voters’ confidence in it.

According to election legislation,\(^{79}\) if violations take place, such as multiple ballots cast by the same voter, breaching of vote secrecy, use of non-stamped ballots or campaigning at the polling station, polling shall be repeated in the affected polling stations. During the 2020 elections, RIK decided to repeat elections at 234 polling stations (nearly 3 percent of all polling stations), involving a total of 203,346 registered voters. Most of the repeat elections were due, however, to tabulation errors and other violations of the results management protocol.

---

\(^{75}\) “It is important to note that this transportation sponsored by political parties, combined with other practices that target and identify voters (e.g., parallel recordkeeping), can be perceived as undue pressure on citizens. There is no evidence, however, that voters have been able to cast multiple votes in different polling stations, and thus no evidence of “carousel voting.”” See “Voter turnout by 5pm – 38.2 percent,” (June 21, 2020). CRTA. Retrieved from https://crra.rs/en/voter-turnout-by-5pm-382-percent.


\(^{79}\) Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Article 55.
Preventing or remedying the violations must be prioritized, and polling board members must be professional in doing so. Based on the training material to which the assessment team had access, polling board members are trained to maintain order in the polling station, but there is no emphasis on electoral violations and how to deal with them. Training sessions should place greater focus on describing and discussing electoral violations, emphasizing polling board members’ responsibility to report them and clearly instructing about reporting procedures.

**Polling Board Member Capacity and Performance**

To a large extent, the quality of the voting procedures, from polling station setup to management of tasks, depends on the performance of polling board members. How these members are selected and trained is thus an important factor to analyze.

**Selection of polling board members:** In contrast with many countries where poll workers must be unaffiliated individuals, in Serbia these individuals are nominated by political parties. The members of the standing polling board\(^80\) (chairperson, two permanent members and two deputies per polling station) are appointed by parliamentary groups according to their current representation in the National Assembly (for national and local elections taking place at the same time) or by local assemblies (for local elections). Members of the extended polling board\(^81\) composition are nominated by political parties or coalitions that presented an electoral list for a given election. Every electoral list can nominate a polling board member and a deputy member to the extended polling board composition; there are no specific criteria for this selection besides being adult residents of the district where they are nominated to work. Political party representatives and observers interviewed for this assessment shared that this feature of the Serbian system often undermines professionalism during voting procedures, as polling board members often act in the interest of their parties rather than the interest of voters. To mitigate this issue, consideration should be given to defining specific criteria for the selection of polling board members by political parties and, if possible, making training (even if in abbreviated format) mandatory for all.

Although the Law on Gender Equality calls for attention to gender equality when appointing electoral administration positions, including polling boards, there is no enforceable gender-related requirement for the makeup of polling board members, with sanctions for non-compliance.

**Training of polling board members:** Training of polling board members follows a cascade approach. For national elections (presidential and parliamentary), as well as local elections taking place concurrently with national elections, RIK organizes seven-hour training-of-trainers sessions to instruct master trainers, who replicate the training to permanent and extended polling board members. The training for polling board members lasts four hours. This approach optimizes resources and allows for the training of large numbers of individuals within a relatively short period.

According to interlocutors involved in the organization of these training sessions, timing is an issue. Permanent polling board members are trained well ahead of election day and may forget some instructions. For example, the module on supporting voters with disabilities is likely to be

\(^{80}\) See more on standing polling boards in “Electoral Management and Leadership.”

\(^{81}\) See more on extended polling boards in “Electoral Management and Leadership.”
new information that is not retained, according to a civil society representative who expressed concern that polling board members often do not use appropriate etiquette when serving voters with disabilities. A civil society representative noted that a polling board member told a voter with a visual disability to sign the register but did not explain where the document was in relation to the voter or moved the person’s hand to the part of the register to sign. Even so, it is encouraging that the test for the training includes specific questions on the right to an assistant of one’s choice, which is critical to ensuring access for voters with disabilities. The training sessions also often omit last-minute changes and adjustments to instructions. To avoid these issues, RIK should consider scheduling trainings closer to election day and completing all modifications to instructions before them. Alternatively, RIK could introduce a short “refresher” session closer to the day of elections.

Offering the main training or the refresher session virtually could allow for greater flexibility, especially for members who work full-time or cannot travel to where the training-of-trainers or other trainings are held. Currently, however, no online training for polling board members is offered in Serbia. As recent experiences across the world have shown, online training can help election administrations reach more poll workers, reduce costs of in-person training, and enhance the accessibility of training. During public health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic, online training sessions also help reduce risks of transmission. Online refreshers can also be provided closer to election day. Given that some polling board members may not have access to the necessary hardware or reliable internet access, or might not feel comfortable participating in online training, in-person sessions should continue.

Participants’ level of engagement during the training and on election day also varies considerably, according to interlocutors. Many polling board members are not motivated to do their jobs or to monitor the process and record irregularities. According to observers, less than half of those trained actually fulfilled their roles as polling board members during recent electoral events. Master trainers are required to submit reports on the sessions they lead, but there is no specific reporting template or form, making the data harder to analyze and compare. Trainees must take a test at the end of training, but their acceptance as polling board members is not conditional on results. Article 17 of the instructions for conducting the parliamentary elections in 2020 mentions only that “the parliamentary groups should give priority to persons who have undergone [RIK]’s training,” but does not make the training mandatory.

Training material: Although there are no formal mechanisms to analyze previous electoral processes and incorporate lessons learned into instructions and training materials, RIK does adjust the procedure documents and manuals before every election. However, the most recent procedures manual is extensive (around 80 pages), and election officials are skeptical that polling board members actually read the entire document. RIK should thus consider shortening the most important instructions, especially new ones, into more easily digestible booklets to which polling board members can refer often. RIK should also consider producing individual leaflets that

---

82 As the elections were held on June 21, 2020, this increased drop-out rate could also have been influenced by fears of being exposed to COVID-19.

83 Instructions for Conducting Election for MPs of the National Assembly, called for 21 June 2020, Article 17.
present instructions for the responsibilities that polling boards members are expected to perform on election day.

**Security of Electoral Material**

To ensure the security of electoral material, the Serbian police protect the printing of ballots and escort ballots, ballot boxes and other polling station material from RIK to the districts. Cameras also record parts of this process, and observers have access to this material. Every political party represented in the electoral list can also nominate one person to be present during the printing, counting and packing of ballots, and to monitor the delivery of these materials to local electoral bodies. Stakeholders generally perceive this process as transparent and sufficiently secure.

During the 2020 parliamentary and local elections, it was obvious that the wax used to seal ballot boxes was hard to apply and was easily damaged at several polling stations. As ballot boxes are visible and monitored during the entire procedure, suspicions of fraud are mitigated, but the fact that the ballot boxes are not securely sealed remains a problem. Electoral authorities must determine why the wax is not effective and consider replacing or augmenting the material if needed, including, for example, using zip ties for additional security.

**Recommendations**

1. **Improve the security and voter experience of ballots:** To ensure paper ballots are properly secured and resistant to tampering, RIK and local election commissions should investigate the effectiveness of wax for sealing ballot boxes and consider alternative methods for enhanced security. Additionally, voters have experienced challenges and confusion with the design of the paper ballots, which can lead to errors that cause the rejection ballots and disenfranchising the voter. RIK should consider revising the ballot design to make it more voter-friendly.

2. **Ensure polling stations are appropriate and accessible for voters:** While improvements were made to the selection and auditing of polling stations to ensure accessibility, RIK should establish minimum criteria (e.g., related to size, accessibility and building conditions) for venues that can be used as polling stations. To provide sustainable approaches to the selection of polling stations, RIK and local election commissions should create and update a unified database of all locations frequently used as polling stations across the country, including the extent to which they meet the abovementioned criteria. To maintain accessibility standards in designating polling stations, RIK should conduct periodic analyses of accessibility audit data and use the information to update polling station selections. This could be supported by standardizing the accessibility assessment checklist with metrics, such as ramp grades and door widths in centimeters.

3. **Develop more robust selection criteria and training materials for polling board members:** Polling board members are a critical component of election administration, and their selection and training is integral to the integrity of the electoral process. To improve their capacities and accountability mechanisms, RIK and local election commissions should introduce more rigorous criteria for the selection of polling board members and for mandatory training. The training curriculum should enhance the sessions on electoral violations, emphasizing members’ role and responsibility to record such violations and how to address them. To increase access to these trainings, the election administration
should consider virtual training for polling board members while continuing to offer in-person sessions. Election administration might also consider moving training sessions closer to election day and completing all modifications to the instructions before the training or, alternatively, introducing a short “refresher” session closer to the day of elections. The trainings can also be strengthened by developing instruction booklets for polling board members, which would condense information and emphasize procedural changes from previous elections. In any case, RIK and local election commissions should gather consistent, standardized data from these training sessions and draw lessons learned to enhance engagement.

4. **Improve polling station setup and procedures to meet international standards and good practices:** The setup and procedures in polling stations are the most visible elements of the electoral process. To comply with international standards and practices, RIK should limit the number of voting booths set up at smaller polling stations to respect vote secrecy. Polling boards should also provide clearer signage for polling stations, especially in locations with several polling stations, and assign polling board members or other staff to help voters identify their polling stations. This extends to avoiding confusion when depositing marked ballots in the appropriate ballot boxes by providing clearer signage for ballot boxes for different races and ensuring polling board members monitor ballot casting, helping voters place their ballots in correct boxes. Furthermore, to improve the accessibility of polling station procedures, RIK, in consultation with DPOs, could pilot tactile ballot guides to enable persons with visual disabilities to vote independently and in secret.

**Counting and Tabulation**

According to election legislation, RIK must announce certified election results within 96 hours after the close of an election. Before RIK does so, the ballots must be counted by hand and results forms completed in the polling stations and then transported to RIK’s ad-hoc Working Bodies (WBs) in municipalities for entry into the results database, with assistance from the local-level Statistical Office representative. Results forms are also scanned and sent to RIK for uploading to its website for public access. Once tabulation is completed, the original results forms and other sensitive election material are transported to RIK in Belgrade for second data entry of the original results forms, as a check on the results generated by the Statistical Office representative at the local level.

The actual count of ballots follows a well laid-out process in polling stations whereby polling board members first reconcile the number of ballots issued to the polling station and compare the number of used ballots to the voter lists (polling boards are to complete a control form before filling out the actual results form). Commendably, the sole purpose of the so-called Control Form for Logical-Computer Compilation is to avoid mathematical errors in the official results forms. Once the count is completed, polling board members are required to sign the results forms. One copy is posted outside the polling station, and the four electoral lists receiving the most votes at
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84 Law on the Election of Members of Parliament, Article 78.
85 The election results control form contains instructions and guidance to assist in completing results forms correctly. For details, see *Control Form for Logical-Computer Compilation* at [www.rik.parlament.gov.rs](http://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs)
that station receive copies of the official results forms. Polling board members seal the ballots in bags, and they are transported under guard.\textsuperscript{86} Party-nominated polling board members and observers are allowed to accompany the transportation in separate vehicles. Next, municipality-level officials of the Statistical Office of Serbia enter the information on results forms at the Working Body-level.

The counting process in polling stations presents some shortcomings, negatively impacting its integrity. For instance, voters sometimes make mistakes when marking ballots; most countries allow voters to return incorrectly marked ballots and obtain new ones. Also, sometimes the polling board member issuing ballots might tear a ballot, or a voter does so when folding a ballot prior to depositing it in the ballot box, thereby cancelling it. Because neither of these plausible scenarios is foreseen in Serbian legislation, a minor mistake could jeopardize a voter’s eligibility should the ballot be incorrectly handled. In addition, RIK’s current instructions do not clearly outline how polling boards are to reconcile discrepancies during the count; some might recount ballots to find the error while others might accept the discrepancies, resulting in a non-standardized counting process.

As election results are not reported directly from polling stations but rather from the 166 municipality-level Working Bodies, sensitive materials must be moved from polling stations. Election legislation has introduced several security features, such as the signatures of polling board members, including those representing political parties, on the results form, and transport of materials in sealed envelopes. However, given the importance of these documents, additional security features could be considered in order to reduce the risk of tampering, or even suspicion of the same. For instance, results form NPRS-14/20 lacks a unique serial number, it is not barcoded for easier tracking and it is unclear how to determine whether results forms returned from polling stations correspond with those originally sent. The results form lacks additional common security features, such as being printed on security paper, thereby increasing the risk of results tampering.

Even with a control form in place, the training of polling board members on counting procedures and some written information on how to complete results forms, these efforts proved insufficient. Extensive problems were reported with incomplete and incorrect polling station results forms, indicating that polling board members encountered significant challenges with the count process. The OSCE/ODIHR, which deployed a limited observation mission for the 2020 parliamentary elections, reported an error rate of almost 30 percent for results forms, while CeSID’s significantly larger observation effort reported an error rate of more than 10 percent, which raises integrity concerns.\textsuperscript{87}

The municipal-based Working Bodies\textsuperscript{88} play a key role in Serbia’s election results management system. It is charged with the receipt, review, processing and data entry of polling boards’ results forms within their respective areas of responsibility.\textsuperscript{89} Working Bodies are also tasked with scanning and then sending scanned results forms to RIK, where the scans are posted to RIK’s

\textsuperscript{86} Manual for Polling Boards, Page 74.
\textsuperscript{87} For details, please see OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 22, and CeSID Report.
\textsuperscript{88} Please see more on the Working Bodies under “Electoral Management and Leadership.”
\textsuperscript{89} Interlocutor interview with election administration.
website for public review. Any corrections made and adopted by RIK are also posted on its website, along with the original result forms.

RIK issued instructions to the municipal-based Working Bodies outlining how to correctly enter completed results forms. It is worth noting that an officer from the Statistical Office is charged with entering the results information, once cleared by Working Body members. The Statistical Office develops and manages election results software, including information communications technology and cybersecurity defenses.

In general, except for completing a specific handover form (NPRS-15/20) and inspecting security seals, RIK’s instructions to its ad-hoc Working Bodies describing how to receive, review and process results forms are limited. The overarching principle guiding the review and correction process for incomplete or incorrectly completed results forms is that the relevant Working Body Coordinator enters the results as per the original polling board form, in collaboration with the Statistical Office representative, but flags results that are incomplete or incorrect. At the RIK level, changes to the results forms are made and signed off on once formally approved by the board of Commissioners. Subsequently, the online results are updated. However, changes that RIK makes to results forms at the national-level can potentially impact the integrity of the results process; such changes will result in discrepancies between the official polling station results released by RIK and the results displayed at the polling stations and shared with local observers and electoral list representatives. These discrepancies might be avoided if electoral lists and observer missions were fully aware of this process, which is not currently the case. A further potentially complicating factor with the results system is RIK’s serious delays in correcting and reporting corrections to results, causing confusion among external stakeholders.

RIK resolved to improve transparency during results tabulation by releasing polling stations’ scanned results forms on its website. However, citizen and international observer missions reported significant delays in posting scanned protocols. In fact, it took 10 days after election day before all protocols uploaded, a timeframe that clearly was not in accordance with RIK’s declared intentions.

These integrity vulnerabilities could be avoided by introducing an official election results correction form instead of allowing alterations directly to results forms that are already signed and shared. An official correction form would not only better identify who authorized changes to the results but also would detail why a change was deemed necessary. The correction forms would also be shared with polling board members and observers, and as scanned together with the original results form for upload to RIK’s website. This would enhance the quality of the electoral dispute resolution process.

As mentioned above, RIK is obliged by law to publish provisional results within 96 hours after the close of polls. Results protocols were tabulated via internal result transmission system set up and operated by the Statistical Office. RIK released its first provisional election results (from 2.32

90 For details, please see Instructions for Conducting the Election of MPs to the National Assembly, called for 21 June 2020, Article 86.
91 Interlocutor interview with election administration.
92 For details, please see OSCE/ODIHR Final Report and CeSID Report.
percent of polling stations) only a few hours after the close of polls on election day (22:00, or 10 p.m.) and 70.57 percent the following day; however, it took five days for RIK to announce provisional results from 97.23 percent of polling station results.\(^{93}\)

**Recommendations**

1. **Reduce errors in tabulation of results**: Improving the training of polling board members on counting and aggregation of results by polling boards would increase the likelihood that results protocols will be completed correctly. RIK should consider giving more attention to results management in polling board members’ training materials.

2. **Streamline results forms**: A review of the design of the results form and supporting form is also warranted to make them more user-friendly.

3. **Improve auditability and transparency**: RIK should consider introducing a correction form to be completed by the Working Bodies Coordinator when mistakes in original results protocols are identified. The correction form would be shared with parties and observer missions, entered into the results database and scanned together with the original results form for timely decision by RIK.

4. **Make results process information an integral part of RIK’s voter information efforts**: The results, as well as the results process itself, are critical to overall acceptance of elections as a whole. Sometimes even minor results-related mistakes or uncertainties can quickly escalate, threatening RIK’s credibility unless its leadership addresses them swiftly, professionally and effectively.

**Special Voting Services**

**Voting from Home**

The Serbian legal framework allows voters with disabilities or who are otherwise restricted from going to a polling station on election day to vote from home. Mobile teams of polling board members bring voting materials to voter’s homes and return them to the polling station. This is the only accommodation established by election legislation. Special polling stations or mobile teams are not allowed in hospitals. Even during the COVID-19 public health crisis, this prohibition has not changed. According to interlocutors, there is no interest or political will among stakeholders to expand or introduce alternative voting methods. However, during the COVID-19 pandemic, RIK did allow voters to request the ability to vote from home up to 48 hours in advance. Previously, voters were required to request the accommodation before 11:00 a.m. on election day. According to a civil society representative, the extended time to request voting from home enhanced access for voters with disabilities.

As shared by interlocutors and observed during the 2020 parliamentary elections, it was evident that public awareness of the option to request a visit from a mobile team could be improved. Some voters did not request a visit because they did not expect their polling stations to be inaccessible to persons with disabilities, including older voters. In some cases where voters could not reach polling stations on upper floors, polling board members brought ballots to the voters and took them back to the polling station, often violating the secrecy and security of the ballot.\(^{94}\)

---

\(^{93}\) CeSID Report, page 39.

\(^{94}\) Observed by IFES team during the June 21, 2020 elections.
**Voting from Prison**

Serbian election legislation allows citizens in prison to vote. In 2020, elections were held in 29 prisons across the country, and turnout was higher in prisons (83 percent) than among the general population (48.9 percent).\(^95\)

**Out-of-Country Voting**

As established in the electoral legal framework, Serbian citizens living abroad can vote in national (presidential and parliamentary) elections. Voters must submit their application to designated diplomatic missions in their country of residence in person, online or by mail. Registration is open from the day elections are called until 20 days before election day, and at least 100 registered voters must be registered for a polling station to open. Registered voters must appear in person at the diplomatic mission (or elsewhere, if local law allows it) to cast their ballots on election day. Out-of-country voting lasts for two days and ends on the same date and at the same time (in the corresponding time zone) as in Serbia.

For the 2020 parliamentary elections, 43 polling stations were set up at Serbian diplomatic missions around the world. Polling board members at these stations abroad are usually consulate or embassy staff and a representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Political parties in the electoral list can also propose polling board members to the composition of these polling stations, but parties must fund their participation themselves. No major issues have been reported in the administration of these out-of-country procedures.

RIK works with the Office for Kosovo and Metohija and the OSCE to arrange polling stations and deliver election material to the region. In May 2020, RIK announced that 90 polling stations would be set up for voters to cast their ballots.\(^96\) Only a few days before election day, RIK published an amended list of polling stations in the two regions that included 140 polling stations. These stations were proposed by the offices in Kosovo and Metohija based on their own criteria, including the security of polling locations.

**Recommendation**

1. *Expand use and public communication of mobile teams and ballot boxes:* In order to provide special voting services to voters who cannot cast their ballots at polling stations, the election administration should expand the use of mobile teams. This would, for example, enfranchise voters in hospitals who are not able to go to a polling station on election day (this could also be achieved by setting up new polling stations in medical facilities). RIK should also continue good practices from the 2020 parliamentary elections, such as enabling voters to request a mobile team visit up to 48 hours before the election. This expansion could be complemented by increasing voter information regarding mobile teams, especially for voters with disabilities or other conditions that hinder them from voting in person.
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Electoral Management and Leadership

Serbia’s official election administration for national-level elections is made up of two distinct administrative entities, RIK and polling boards. These entities each have a core group of officials (also called standing board members) and additional members when RIK and polling boards work in extended composition. RIK’s standing board commissioners are nominated by parliamentary groups and appointed by the National Assembly to a four-year term. Members of the extended composition of RIK are appointed during national elections; they are proposed by electoral lists running for office and appointed immediately after RIK approves the electoral lists. Composition of the polling boards in national elections mirrors the composition of RIK with regard to commissioners.

RIK was supported by municipal-level Working Bodies that were appointed by May 19 for the June 2020 parliamentary elections and Working Groups, primarily made up of technical staff from the National Assembly Secretariat. Both groups are essential to election preparations for and implementation. It should be noted that Working Bodies are envisioned by the legal framework, while ad-hoc Working Groups are established via RIK decision to provide technical support.

Local-level elections, such as for councilors of Local Self-Government assemblies, are administered by the electoral commissions of Local Self-Government units and polling boards, and their composition follows similar principles to election administration entities for national-level elections. Local election commissions also work in standing and extended composition. Members of the standing composition are proposed proportionally by counselor groups and appointed by the local assembly; the extended composition includes representatives of each electoral list that has proposed at least two-thirds of candidates from the total number of councilors to be elected. The polling boards also operate in standing and extended composition.

Working Bodies

RIK’s instructions governing Working Bodies’ operations are at different points both detailed and vague. Under the leadership of the head of the Local Self-Government’s administration (Working Body Coordinator), 166 Working Bodies are charged with preparing polling stations, facilitating recruitment of poll workers and handling election day logistics and post-election activities such as receiving election material from polling stations during national elections. Depending on the number of polling stations that the Working Body will manage, its coordinator is supported by three to 11 members. As the information for more than 1,000 applicants can be submitted as late as four days prior to its approval by RIK, their ability to carefully consider and vet the
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applicants are limited. Interlocutors informed the assessment team that members of the Working Bodies are normally individuals working within the Local Self-Government administration and often had previous election experience in these capacities. Local Self-Government administration is also required to provide the Working Body with office infrastructure, communications capabilities and logistical requirements, and to cover the costs from its own budget. It is important to note here that the Statistical Office is responsible for entering polling stations’ results forms into the results software, which is also controlled by the Statistical Office. This is an unusual setup. Independent commissions often perform this sensitive task as foundational to their overarching electoral mandate. However, in Serbia, the Working Body is mandated to receive and scan the results forms and send those electronically to RIK to be posted on its website. Once the original results forms arrive in Belgrade, Statistical Office staff, in a data operation unit set up at RIK, do the second data entry of the results forms to confirm the original results entered by the Statistical Office personnel attached to the Working Bodies at the municipal level.

**RIK and Working Groups**

The RIK is led by its chairperson who, with 16 other commissioners (eight of whom are women), defines RIK’s policies and holds overall operational responsibility for planning and organizing elections. At its meetings, a representative from the Statistical Office and the RIK’s secretary are also present as ex-officio members. These meetings have the potential to be highly transparent, as observers, parties and media are allowed to attend. The sessions are also streamed live on RIK’s website and YouTube channel. However, due to the COVID-19 public health crisis, RIK’s leadership decided to move to a mix of online meetings without the possibility for external stakeholders to take part, or to non-transparent e-mail communication and decision-making. This seriously undermined the transparency of RIK decision-making as envisaged in Serbia’s regulatory framework at the very end of the election process.

Commissioners generally divide their responsibilities into both geographical and technical areas and have the authority to establish Working Groups to facilitate this work. Yet, because RIK lacks its own secretariat, it has no permanent technical staff assisting in drafting regulations and procedures, developing voter education campaigns, preparing manuals and polling board member trainings, designing results systems and other necessary election administration activities. In addition to the Working Groups, RIK has access to a large number of technical personnel from the National Assembly’s Secretariat. To compensate for any lack of technical expertise, RIK can, as per regulations, invite experts from other government institutions to further broaden its technical know-how. In fact, for all intents and purposes, the estimated 100-person staffing resource functioned as RIK’s ad-hoc and de facto secretariat, performing many operational functions normally performed by an EMB’s own secretariat. Temporary assignment of National Assembly secretariat staff rather than an established secretariat is contrary to practice throughout the Western Balkan region and beyond.
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The actual operations of RIK’s Working Groups and the National Assembly’s support to RIK are somewhat opaque. There seems to be no public organizational chart outlining the types of Working Groups established, and their membership. The same holds true for the National Assembly Secretariat’s significant pool of personnel assisting RIK in preparing and holding elections, as it is unclear to the public which secretariat staff assist the RIK and how this support is organized. Interviews conducted by the assessment team revealed that the National Assembly Secretariat personnel temporarily seconded to RIK are well-versed in election administration, as many are long-term employees and have frequently supported RIK over the years. It is worth noting that even where EMBs elsewhere have their own dedicated secretariats, the work of its technical personnel is rarely known to the public, but at least external stakeholders are aware of how and by whom electoral processes are developed. However, one position seems to be the link between commissioners, Working Groups and the National Assembly Secretariat personnel who support RIK operationally: the RIK Secretary.

The Secretary, as mentioned earlier, has no policy-making authority although he or she is present at RIK’s meetings, answering operational questions fielded by Commissioners and ensuring that minutes of the meetings are recorded. The responsibilities of the Secretary also include the coordination of the National Assembly Secretariat’s support to RIK and its Working Groups and leading the large number of National Assembly Secretariat technical staff working on electoral matters. Although the Secretary has no explicit policy-making powers, RIK’s instructions outline a distinct, high-profile, public-facing role for this role. For instance, the “Commission Secretary shall be authorized to make statements on the technical aspects of RIK’s work and the conduct of elections.” The secretary also functions as RIK’s interface to respond to stakeholders’ requests for information, update RIK’s website and issue press releases. Consequently, the Secretary has extensive powers to shape the public’s perception of RIK and to formulate its public response to election operational issues and the conduct of elections. The Secretary is also responsible for developing RIK’s operational budget. Although the regulatory framework states that the Secretary is appointed by the National Assembly, it is of some concern that the law is silent regarding a detailed appointment process for such a critical electoral leadership position.

International observers reported fairly severe shortcomings in the quality of RIK meetings and decision-making. Commissioners often had very limited time to digest documents and prepare. As a result, discourse at meetings leading up to the decision-making was deemed to be of limited value. Hence, documents and recommendations prepared by the ad-hoc RIK secretariat, under the leadership of the Secretary, tend de facto to carry an outsized policy-making role. Given RIK’s lack of a detailed operational plan outlining in detail its goals and objectives as defined by the Commissioners, the role of the Secretary and temporary Secretariat as the interpreter of Commissioners’ policy-making and operational prioritization is further emphasized.
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Election officials and those engaged in operational aspects of the electoral process, whether at the national- or local-level, are required to perform their duties in a non-partisan, honest, objective and professional manner. It is good practice to require all election officials and technical staff to acknowledge and commit to adhering to those principles as set forth in the Constitution and the election legislation by signing a code of conduct as condition to their appointment. In Serbia, this group includes members of RIK, national and local election administration and Working Bodies, RIK’s Working Groups, Secretariat staff seconded to support RIK and polling board members.

**Recommendations**

1. *Improve RIK independence and effective organizational structures:* Establish a permanent RIK Secretariat staffed with core election officers who assist RIK in drafting regulations and procedures, developing voter education campaigns, preparing manuals and polling board member trainings, and designing results systems and other necessary election administration activities. These officers could be on long-term secondment from the National Assembly Secretariat, but ideally will be permanently attached to RIK as it further strengthens its independence and professionalism. In addition, the RIK Secretary could be appointed directly by RIK commissioners, thereby reducing the risk of a political appointment instead of one purely based on applicants’ election management skills. Should the RIK have permanent staff in the future, it should include individuals responsible for the inclusion of women and the LGBTQ community, people with disabilities, young people and national minorities in the electoral process.

2. *Enhance operational planning:* Irrespective of organizational set-up, RIK could benefit from developing a detailed operational plan, including detailed timelines and resource requirements. This would strengthen its operational readiness, as well as its ability to adjust to sudden and unforeseen election operational challenges, such as the COVID-19 public health crisis.

**Election Management Body Training and Capacity-Building**

Electoral processes must continuously be reviewed and amended, as stakeholders demand for more accessible and improved services must be met by the EMB. Efforts by malign domestic and foreign actors to undermine election integrity constantly evolve, requiring up-to-date countermeasures by EMBs to safeguard the polls and voters’ trust in the election authority itself. As a result, an EMB must be a learning organization that constantly strengthens its capacities across its mandate, whether cybersecurity, impactful voter education and strategic communications, or effective poll worker training programs. In short, to remain a professional EMB, its training and capacity-building efforts should address the competencies of both its permanent officers and ad-hoc personnel.

In general, RIK’s current organizational structure is not conducive to strengthening its competencies across the board. Many EMBs charge their human resources departments with developing organization-wide capacity-building programs with distinct training for commissioners, secretariat leadership, secretariat officers and field-based managers and officers. Lacking its own secretariat, RIK relies on the National Assembly Secretariat for all its operational and administrative services. However, no Commission-wide capacity-building plan was developed for
the 2020 elections. Secretariat staff who had worked on previous elections capitalize on their experiences, while new staff rely on on-the-job-learning and consult with colleagues.

Over the years, training instructions and a program have been developed and trainers have been prepared to deliver trainings to polling board members of both standing and extended composition.\textsuperscript{114} However, issues identified during the counting and tabulation process in the 2020 parliamentary elections (see “Counting and Tabulation”) point to the need to further strengthen this training. Plausible explanations for these problems are seen in the focus of the trainings and associated training material. Trainings for polling board members often cover all aspects of the workings of a polling station, which makes sense. However, additional attention should be paid to the more difficult and challenging parts of their work, including filling out results forms. RIK did produce separate materials for practical exercises used for polling board member trainings, but the instructions could benefit from additional attention as they need improvement.

Working Bodies do not seem to receive any election training. Fortunately, just like the National Assembly Secretariat staff supporting RIK, municipalities’ administration staff include those who have served as election officials previously. Still, amendments to regulations and changes to forms and procedures might occur between elections; therefore, it is critically important that even experienced election officials be properly trained prior to each election. Introducing modern adult pedagogical techniques in training programs would increase election officials’ capacity to deliver high-quality elections.\textsuperscript{115}

**Recommendations**

1. **Undertake an EMB organizational capacity assessment**: Develop a capacity-building plan based on an assessment of RIK’s and local election commissions’ current capacities to effectively plan and implement electoral processes at the national, municipal and polling station levels. Special attention should be paid to the roles and responsibilities of the various election administrative levels. For instance, commissioners have both management and leadership responsibilities requiring the ability to address integrity risks and plan for future challenges and risks. Municipal Working Bodies and polling board members, on the other hand, are primarily tasked with operational aspects of elections, and their capacity-building program should reflect this distinction.

2. **Develop a dedicated capacity-building plan for RIK Commissioners and ad-hoc secretariat staff**: Based on findings from the organizational capacity assessment, develop tailored capacity-building plans for commissioners and RIK’s ad-hoc secretariat staff. The latter is particularly important should RIK decide to establish a permanent secretariat. Capacity-building efforts should also include sessions on the roles of various election administrators in ensuring elections are inclusive for women, people with disabilities and young people.

3. **Develop a detailed training plan for RIK’s Working Bodies**: In addition to utilizing a common set of instructions to guide the work of Working Bodies, operational administration of elections could benefit from developing tailored training and manuals that address the


roles and responsibilities of Working Bodies and their members. Combining improved manuals and trainings that use modern adult pedagogical approaches could significantly improve performance of election day operations and aggregation of results.

4. **Introduce a code of conduct for election officials and technical staff:** It is good practice for election officials and technical staff involved in electoral operations to formally adhere to principles of democratic elections and norms of the constitution and election legislation. The development and administration of a code of conduct could be facilitated by RIK and local election commissions, as appropriate.

**Inclusion, Access and Participation**

“It is important that citizens believe someone will protect their voter rights,” one civil society representative noted during an interlocutor interview. Despite the establishment of the Ombudsman and the Commissioner for the Protection of Equality, who in 2019 issued recommendations to the relevant bodies to take measures to increase election access, significant barriers to meaningful participation remain for persons who identify as part of a marginalized population, such as women and the LGBTQ community, persons with disabilities, young people and national minorities. For example, although Serbia instituted a new anti-discrimination strategy and action plan in 2014 to mitigate barriers to inclusion in society through the creation of an enabling environment, the plan overlooked key government interlocutors such as RIK for ensuring equal access to political participation of underrepresented groups. This exclusion may be explained in part by a civil society interlocutor who said that RIK “disappears between elections.” In fact, this lack of consistency is detrimental to the inclusion of all Serbian voters in elections and political life because it limits RIK’s ability to build its capacity to reduce barriers to inclusion, particularly in national elections.

**Gender Equality and Women’s Participation**

While the Serbian legal framework for gender equality is robust, and women make up a significant proportion of elected officials, proper implementation of legislation and entrenched cultural norms and beliefs about gender roles keep women from participating meaningfully in politics. As noted in “Electoral Legal Framework,” women make up 38.8 percent of elected members of parliament. Serbia’s first female prime minister, Ana Brnabić, appointed in 2017, is an openly gay women; in October 2020, after being reappointed to another term, Prime Minister Brnabić nominated women to half of the ministerial posts, including the Minister of Justice, Minister of Economy, and Minister of Mines and Energy— leading ministries usually dominated by men. Serbia’s comprehensive National Gender Equality Strategy and Action Plan spanned from 2016
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to 2020. The strategy specifically identified women’s equal participation in political and public life as a key pillar, and while some of its objectives—like the 40 percent quota for women candidates—were achieved, others that might have a lasting effect on how women in the public eye are treated, like shifts in cultural attitudes and how women are portrayed in the media, lagged behind.

Despite the steps forward for representation, gender advocates in Serbia caution that, regardless of the make-up of elected bodies or government institutions, political party leaders and the executive will still hold the power. One source noted that statistics related to women’s participation “are just numbers” and “the actual power lies somewhere else.”

**Election Administration**

The standing composition of RIK that administered the 2020 parliamentary elections included seven women out of 17 voting members, or 41 percent. Following the expiration of their mandates in August, the National Assembly nominated new commissioners, increasing women’s representation to eight among the voting members, or 47 percent. The Working Bodies established by RIK for the 2020 parliamentary elections included 442 women out of a total of 1,014 members, or 43.6 percent. Slightly over 50 percent of Coordinators of those Working Bodies were women—83 out of 161. The Statistical Office has not publicly released gender-disaggregated data on voter turnout, and RIK did not release the gender composition of polling boards. Given that RIK does not have a full-time, permanent secretariat, there is no gender unit, focal point or directorate, and no gender inclusion policy. Although women are well represented in these EMBs, there is a lack of focus and emphasis on the importance of women’s participation in elections, and a dearth of policies and initiatives meant to address this issue; gender parity on electoral bodies does not always lead to gender-sensitive election administration.

**Women Candidates and Campaigns**

Because of the gender quota, women were well represented among candidates in the 2020 parliamentary elections. While electoral lists met the 40 percent gender quota requirement, women candidates headed only two of 21 lists (9.5 percent). Despite the robust legal framework around the gender quota, there is also no legal requirement for a member of parliament to be replaced with someone of the same gender or with someone of the underrepresented gender. Although these numbers are encouraging for women’s representation, women who also belong to other marginalized groups, such as Roma women; women with disabilities; lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer women; rural women; and women from ethnic minorities, have limited political representation. At the local level, women are also vastly underrepresented, with only
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nine women mayors in 169 municipalities, or 5 percent in 2019.\textsuperscript{126} Women are also still hesitant to be politically active because of the sexism and violence they endure, and because politics in Serbia is often characterized by a culture of corruption with which they may not want to be associated.\textsuperscript{127}

Although women were well represented as candidates, “issues of women’s participation and specific concerns of women voters did not feature in the [electoral] campaign.”\textsuperscript{128} A group of women’s organizations in Serbia released a statement regarding the lack of discussion of issues important to women during the campaign.\textsuperscript{129} This fact demonstrates an underlying issue: even though women may be well represented among elected officials, issues that are important to them around the country may not be prioritized, as women party members often feel more wedded to the priorities and direction of their party than their women constituents.

Cultural attitudes toward women’s leadership can also present a challenge for women who want to be more active in politics. According to a survey by the Institute for Sociological Research of the Faculty of Philosophy of University of Belgrade, “41 percent of men and 40 percent of women agreed that public activities are more suitable for men, while domestic activities are more appropriate for women.”\textsuperscript{130} As in much of the world, attitudes towards gender equality have been backsliding in Serbia. The CEDAW notes with concern “the potential negative impact of regressorist attitudes and anti-gender discourse.”\textsuperscript{131} It calls out “increased instances of anti-gender discourse in the public domain, and the public backlash in terms of the perception of gender equality, and misogynistic statements expressed in the media, including by high-ranking politicians, religious leaders and academics, with impunity.”\textsuperscript{132} There has also been increased rhetoric around the idea of the “traditional” family and women primarily as mothers. Although it is often hypothesized that young people have a more progressive attitude toward gender equality, worryingly, in Serbia, a growing number of young people who espouse more conservative values.\textsuperscript{133} Culturally, women are still expected—and do—take on the majority of domestic and childcare responsibilities, leaving less time to dedicate to political efforts.

Gender-based violence also remains an ongoing problem. While it creates a barrier toward women’s participation in politics, it more importantly jeopardizes their health and safety across the country. Women in prominent elected or governmental positions often face increased violence, including online, making it challenging for them to meaningfully serve in their roles. A study from the Inter-Parliamentary Union on violence against women in European parliaments found that 85.2 percent of women parliamentarians who participated in the study had experienced some form of psychological violence during their time in office and almost half (46.9 percent) had
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been threatened with rape or death. In addition, the report found that women parliamentarians who spoke out against gender-based violence and gender inequality were specifically targeted for attacks. Sexual harassment, an issue that plagues women who operate in male-dominated spaces, like women politicians, party members and other leaders, was only recognized as a crime in 2017. Women journalists reporting on political issues also face rampant sexual harassment. This topic is critical and deserves robust examination, as has been provided by numerous in-depth reports on gender-based violence. More research is needed to fully understand how women candidates, elected representatives, election officials and voters experience violence in politics in Serbia.

**Election Observation**

Some election observer missions integrate gender considerations into their data collection, analysis and reporting more thoroughly than others. The report on the quality of elections from CeSID mentions gender only once, when it discusses the role of the Supervisory Board of the National Assembly for the control of electronic and printed media regarding hate speech, and CRTA’s final report makes mention of gender only in relation to the existence of the quota. The OSCE/ODIHR and ENEMO integrated gender considerations into their missions, but more analysis could be conducted around the experience of women as voters.

**Women’s Civil Society Organizations**

A shift in the landscape for civil society organizations has greatly affected women’s civil society groups in Serbia. Beginning in 2010, funding for women’s civil society groups began to decrease, and new organizations with close ties to the government began surfacing and receiving funding regardless of their lack of experience providing support to the communities they are supposed to represent. This shift—combined with the withdrawal of donor agencies—has had a disproportionately negative effect on women’s civil society organizations, especially in less developed and more rural areas of the country. There has also been negative press about women’s civil society representatives in the media, which challenges their ability to promote gender equality. In addition, no formal umbrella organization of women’s organizations exists and, because of funding challenges, this lack of partnership has meant that women’s groups sometimes operate as competitors rather than collaborators. It is true, too, that different women’s
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groups have diverse views on some issues, but one interlocuter noted that the COVID-19 pandemic has caused groups to work together and support each other.

**Persons with Disabilities**

According to official statistics, 12 percent of Serbian citizens have a disability; however, in actuality more than 1 million may be living with disabilities. A civil society representative who cited the selection of a Minister of Social Welfare who is a medical doctor and supports the medical model of disability, noted that disability inclusion in Serbia has been backsliding. Serbians with disabilities continue to encounter numerous barriers to meaningful participation in political life, including inaccessible polling places, lack of information in accessible formats, stigma and discrimination, and legal frameworks that discriminate against persons with intellectual and psychosocial disabilities. As noted by the CEDAW Committee, Serbian women with disabilities, in particular, lack representation. Even so, Serbian institutions have made efforts to reduce discrimination and increase access to political life, as indicated in the Strategy for Improving the Position of Persons with Disabilities in the Republic of Serbia and Action Plan. The strategy also recognizes the compounded and unique barriers to political participation encountered by persons with disabilities who also identify with another marginalized group, such as Roma persons with disabilities and young people with disabilities. However, although one of the strategy’s indicators measures the increase in accessible polling stations and accessible voting materials, Serbia’s national disability strategy does not recognize RIK as a government stakeholder responsible for ensuring access to elections. This could be due to RIK’s limited mandate, subject only to national elections.

**Participation as Voters**

A recent report by CIL noted that the COVID-19 pandemic did not create many new barriers to participation of persons with disabilities because participation among this group was already low. Many Serbians with disabilities interviewed by CIL chose to vote in person during the 2020 parliamentary elections, despite barriers; 76 percent of voters with disabilities surveyed cast ballots at polling stations, and 12 percent voted from home. One voter told CIL that he chose
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to vote at the polling station even though it did not have a step-free entry. A Deaf respondent noted that local elections were less accessible than national elections because broadcasts of election campaign information related to local elections were not available in Serbian Sign Language.\textsuperscript{149}

\textit{Participation as Candidates, Political Party Members and Election Officials}

The Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities recommended in 2016 that Serbia “increase its efforts to include persons with disabilities in positions of elected representation and public office.”\textsuperscript{150} Little data is available on the participation of Serbians with disabilities in political leadership roles, and no self-identified persons with disabilities currently serve in the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{151} According to a civil society interlocutor, campaign events traditionally lack accessibility features (sign language interpreters for Deaf participants, for example); nor is online information from political parties accessible. The interests of persons with disabilities also remain underrepresented in political party campaigns.\textsuperscript{152}

\textit{Stakeholder Collaboration}

RIK has made significant improvements to access through the institution of the DICON, comprising RIK staff and representatives of DPOs and civil society organizations. DICON was formed at the behest of the Commissioner for Protection of Equality and RIK after DPOs filed multiple accessibility complaints,\textsuperscript{153} and RIK designated a commissioner as the contact point for the group.\textsuperscript{154} Through this group, RIK conducted a polling station accessibility audit, data from which is publicly available, and created three guides for electoral boards and voters.\textsuperscript{155} Government and civil society interlocutors interviewed about DICON agreed that the group provided critical opportunities for DPOs to engage with RIK. Because DICON lacks funding and is not institutionalized at RIK, it is unclear how this work will continue in the future, and civil society interlocutors expressed concern that RIK may de-emphasize efforts to increase inclusion. One civil society interlocutor suggested that DICON, which was established in December 2019, could have had a greater impact on the 2020 parliamentary elections if it had been formed earlier. A Working Group member commented that discussions in the DICON included barriers to the political participation of persons with intellectual and psychosocial disabilities. Even so, a civil society representative noted that DICON and its work were not well known by the public, and much work remains to ensure that all persons with disabilities have equal access to vote and serve as political leaders.
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Youth Participation
The United Nations Population Fund estimates that approximately 18 percent of Serbia’s population is between the ages of 10 and 24. Given that young people are defined as between 15 and 30 years old, it is conceivable to assume that one-fifth of Serbia’s population falls into the youth category. While the current legal framework recognizes Serbian youth as important contributors to society, there is still much to be done in order for young people to participate in democratic processes. Serbian actors need to facilitate spaces for young people’s engagement and active participation in decision-making processes, and young people should be empowered to engage in opportunities to enhance their knowledge of how to exercise their civic and political rights.

Mechanisms for Youth Participation
According to the 2018 Inter-Parliamentary Union Youth Participation in National Parliaments publication, only 2 percent of members of parliament are under 30 years old. However, there has been a rise in the number of young people elected to the Serbian National Assembly, with 33 members aged 30 or younger (13.2 percent). Further, Serbian law provides for and empowers young people to participate in the National Youth Council as well as councils at the district level. However, based on meetings with interlocutors, and aligning with global youth political participation trends, young Serbians display higher rates of engagement in more informal activities such as activism, including digital activism, protests and service-oriented or volunteer opportunities. Research and interviews substantiate this trend by noting that young people, in particular girls and young women, engage more at the community level than at the regional or national levels.

Challenges to Youth Participation
A 2018 USAID report that collected data from 48 towns found that young people between the ages of 14 and 29 express great dissatisfaction with the state of democracy in Serbia. Some young people feel that politicians are manipulating the system for personal financial gain and that their votes would have little or no impact. Interestingly, young people tend to feel more trust in independent institutions such as the Ombudsman and NGOs than the National Assembly and political parties. This lack of trust in formal actors, policies and structures has likely led to the higher observed youth participation at local levels and within their home communities. One
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interlocutor explained that young Serbians are more issue-focused and engage in activism at local levels, which they find empowers them to influence change and obtain their desired results.\textsuperscript{163}

As evidenced by a report released by Civic Initiatives (\textit{Gradjanske inicijative})\textsuperscript{164} and interlocutor interviews, another main barrier to young people’s participation in Serbian political processes may relate to a lack of understanding of the concept and activities that fall under this category. In part, this is likely an outcome of the fact that schools lack a comprehensive and mandatory civic education course and do not offer a democratic atmosphere for learning; more often than not, teachers’ communication with students is one-way; the student listens rather than participating in active learning (See “Civic and Voter Education” below). Additionally, voter education campaigns tailored to young people do not exist. Key voter education messages are contextualized to older people; as a result, dissemination methods do not incorporate platforms with which young people tend to engage, such as social media and websites. Further, the messages tend to take a traditional monologue approach to voting based on political party rather than a dialogue approach based on priority areas of importance to voters that resonates more with young people.

\textit{Enhancing Youth Participation}

One of the best ways to increase the formal participation of young people, especially electoral participation, is through civic and voter education, as this will build young people’s knowledge of and how to exercise their civic and political rights. For example, RIK, the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Youth and Sports should build working relationships to inform the current elective civic education and develop opportunities to learn about elections around specific electoral events as relevant to age groups such as first-time voters. With civic space shrinking in Serbia, this is a safe and effective way to reach a diverse and broad youth population. Young people reaching the age of enfranchisement would benefit from learning about voting processes, which could be integrated into course offerings in addition to the civic education course and through student parliaments. Yet there is also a need to increase collaboration between young people and elected leaders, election administration, ministry officials and civil society to ensure an inclusive approach to empowering young people’s participation across Serbia.

In conjunction with civic education initiatives in the formal education system, targeted voter education campaigns for young people would provide additional avenues to engage them in the electoral process. With the development of voter registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns, public service announcements and online and social media channels, the election administration could more effectively reach young people to encourage their participation and impart knowledge of election day procedures, the complaints and appeals process and the work of polling board members.

\textsuperscript{163} Interlocutor interview with youth activist.

National Minorities

Equal rights for national minorities in Serbia are guaranteed by the Constitution. The rights and freedoms of national minorities, together with protection mechanisms, are further defined in the Law on the Protection of the Rights and Freedoms of National Minorities and the Law on National Councils of National Minorities. Stipulations in the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament ensure the representation of national minorities in the National Assembly.

Recent changes to the electoral legal framework (see “Electoral Legal Framework”) through the Law on the Election of Members of the Parliament have introduced new amendments for the recognition of an electoral list representing national minorities and a new seat allocation formula, while the threshold exemption for national minority electoral lists remained in place. However, the amendments did not address the longstanding issue of gathering support signatures for national minority electoral lists. No threshold is applied for national minorities as there is for other electoral lists in parliamentary elections, but votes cast for a national minority electoral list are multiplied by 1.35 for the purpose of seat distribution. These legal amendments also introduced a new role to the National Councils of National Minorities in establishing the minority electoral list status. New provisions made RIK, which is tasked with determining the minority status of an applicant, responsible for requesting confirmation of status from the National Councils of National Minorities.

Of the 23 national minorities registered in Serbia, 22 have constituted and exercise their rights through their respective National Minority Councils. There are 123 political parties registered with MDULS, of which 74 are registered as representing national minorities. Article 81 of the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament states that RIK decides whether the submitter of an electoral list has the status of minority party. This process was criticized and was mentioned as an issue in previous observation reports and analysis on the grounds that the minority status of a political party is determined during registration, which brings a degree of legal uncertainty for the applicants and because there are no clear criteria for RIK to determine that status. This was also confirmed by the Administrative Court in opinions issued in 2016.
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165 Constitution of Serbia, Articles 75–81.
170 OSCE/ODIHR Final Report.
173 CeSID Report, page 34.
Authorizing RIK to check the minority status of an electoral list from the relevant National Minority Council was criticized by number of national minority representatives and legal experts, arguing that the National Minority Councils are political entities, composed of national minority parties’ representatives who could compete in elections with status seekers while deciding on their status. Another area of concern was lack of a clearly defined complaints procedure. Interlocutors note that legal gaps must be closed to prevent misuse of minority status.

Another significant change in the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament introduced a new system for calculating the representation of national minority electoral lists in the National Assembly, diverging from the natural threshold defined in 2004. This new solution keeps the threshold exemption for the national minority electoral lists but permits multiplication of their quotients by 35 percent when allocating seats in the National Assembly. National minority communities offered no distinct reactions to this amendment. However, some experts noted that those provisions violate the principle of the prohibition of (reverse) discrimination, which is the upper limit of the application of affirmative action in a modern democratic society based on equality, while at the same time disrupting equality of suffrage defined in the Constitution. The government adopted an action plan for realization of the rights of national minorities, which includes measures for improving democratic participation. The latest publicly available report on implementation of the plan shows that some key measures defined for improving democratic participation of national minorities, such as conducting comparative legal analysis and identifying best practices and models for the participation of national minorities in the electoral process based on the practices of the European Union member states in the region, were implemented; however, changes in the normative framework, in line with the identified model, still need to be implemented.

Participation as Voters and Candidates
According to interlocutors and publicly available data, not all election material was available in minority languages. However, materials developed by local election administrations and materials distributed by RIK through Local Self-Governments where minority languages are used officially must be close.
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were translated into those languages.\footnote{\textit{Serbia COVID-19 and Elections Response Analysis,} (December 18, 2020). \textit{IFES.}} In the period prior to the 2020 parliamentary elections, RIK also produced and translated a number of guides into 11 minority languages.\footnote{Materials available at RIK’s website: \url{https://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/tekst/sr/6841/biraci.php}} Still most of the mainstream political parties’ programs and discussions on media with national coverage were not available in the minority languages. As no disaggregated data on voter turnout is available, it is not possible to determine the level of voter participation by national minority communities throughout Serbia.

A concern raised repeatedly by representatives of national minorities’ parties as an obstacle for active voter’s right enfranchisement is the support signatures threshold to register to run in parliamentary elections. The Law on Election of Members of Parliament requires electoral lists to collect 10,000 support signatures in order to register in national elections. A number of experts observed that the provision limits the participation of national minority communities, especially dispersed ones. In contrast, the Law on Political Parties requires 1,000 signatures to register a national minority’s party, while these parties must receive 10 times more signatures to submit an electoral list for national elections—often a significant barrier to those political entities.

Interlocutors also raised concerns regarding the free participation of the Roma community in elections. CRTA’s observation report raised allegations that representatives of the Roma community have been blackmailed, provided with gifts and otherwise coerced to support the ruling party.\footnote{CRTA Report, page 101.} A case caught on camera recorded representatives of the Roma community in one municipality engaging in what the media called “assisted voting,” moving CRTA to file criminal charges regarding the irregularity.\footnote{“CRTA filed a criminal complaint against unidentified persons for ‘assisting’ in voting in Uba,” (June 25, 2020) \textit{Insajder.} Retrieved from \url{https://insajder.net/sr/sajt/vazno/19142/}}

\textbf{Participation as Political Parties}

There are currently 74 national minority political parties registered in the MDULS registry, although only five national minority electoral lists participated in the 2020 parliamentary elections—a Hungarian list, two representing the Bosniak minority (one in coalition with the Macedonian Democratic Party), one representing the Albanian minority, and one representing the Russian minority. All lists except the one representing the Russian minority entered the National Assembly, for a total national minority representation of 19 seats. There was no participation from Roma parties in the 2020 parliamentary elections, and although some other national minority representatives participated as candidates on one of the non-minority electoral lists, Roma were largely excluded in major parties’ electoral lists.\footnote{Interlocutor interview with legal expert.}

There are significant variations among national minorities’ parties’ participation in decision-making and policy-making at the national level. The Bosniak-dominated Social-Democratic Party, led by Rasim Ljajic, who until recently served as a minister in various government compositions, traditionally partners with the ruling party in both the legislative and executive branch. Another national minority party traditionally represented in government is the Association of Hungarians
from Vojvodina, which gained state secretary seats at the national-level and entered the coalition with the ruling party at the provincial and local-level.\textsuperscript{188}

While some national minority parties are typically represented in and provide support to the government, others either engage with the opposition or do not participate significantly in consultative processes and discussions on national minority issues. One example is the discussion organized to present the legal amendments to election legislation that changed the natural threshold of national minorities’ parties to enter the National Assembly. An interlocutor stated that some of the national minorities’ parties learned about the adopted amendments only once they were published in the Official Gazette and were not fully aware of the effects of those changes in advance of the elections, indicating both a lack of capacities of some of the national minorities’ parties and the absence of a substantial inclusive approach in consultation processes.

While most national minorities’ parties in the National Assembly were supportive of recent electoral legislation changes,\textsuperscript{189} others opposed the provision that gives RIK authority to determine the minority status of the applicant electoral list, believing that it is not within RIK’s purview to determine whether a party qualifies as a national minority party.\textsuperscript{190, 191}

\textbf{Recommendations}

1. \textit{Dedicate resources and develop policies for inclusive election administration:} As permitted by its mandate, RIK should identify focal points in election administration for youth and gender inclusion, provide additional support to the established disability inclusion focal point, and institutionalize existing Working Groups, such as the DICON. Such efforts capitalize on current initiatives and demonstrate sustainable commitment to the improvement of meaningful political participation of marginalized populations. Complementary efforts can include the development of effective voter education campaigns targeting first-time voters; a gender equality and social inclusion policy to include opportunities to mitigate barriers to the participation of women, young people and persons with disabilities throughout the electoral cycle; and equal recruitment opportunities and reasonable accommodations for election administration. Such initiatives would be supported by the collection, disaggregation and publication of data on the age, gender, and disability of voters, candidates, polling board members and temporary election administration staff. This data would be used to inform the allocation of resources and the development of targeted approaches to inclusive election administration.

2. \textit{Improve election day procedures in consideration of inclusion standards and practices:} Marginalized populations face a number of barriers to their participation in the electoral process, especially when casting their ballots on election day. To mitigate such barriers, RIK could improve procedures in polling stations, within its mandate as laid out in the legal

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{189} Training supported by the OSCE Mission to Serbia.


\end{footnotesize}
framework. For example, RIK could update the polling board member manual with inclusion good practices, such as priority queuing, which is currently a recommended practice but is not formalized. Additionally, to assess the full extent of barriers marginalized populations face in polling stations, election administrations could collect, disaggregate and publish data on the age, gender and disability of voters, candidates, polling board members and election administration temporary staff.

3. Include gender considerations and gender analysis in citizen observation efforts, along with questions on accessibility. This would provide a more robust observation mission and result in more defined recommendations for RIK and election administration.

4. Invest in efforts that aim to shift negative attitudes, behaviors, and norms as they relate to the identity of marginalized populations: Negative attitudes, behaviors and norms include traditional harmful gender roles, the capacity of persons with disabilities and the participation of young people, including those below the voting age, and national minorities. More concerted efforts to counteract these harmful beliefs and attitudes are needed to support marginalized populations in improved political participation. All stakeholders could be engaged in such efforts, including providing support for men as allies in gender equality efforts, and increasing the visibility of positive examples of women, persons with disabilities and young people in leadership.

5. Build partnerships across government and civil society through local mechanisms: Independent institutions should consider providing support for civil society groups, such as women’s civil society organizations and DPOs, especially in rural areas, to enable them to advocate more robustly for issues important to them during the campaign period. RIK could also build relationships with key ministries such as the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Youth and Sport to better strategize and coordinate efforts for increasing inclusive political participation of young people.

Civic and Voter Education

Civic Education

Formal civic education in Serbia is available to students beginning in primary school and continuing through the end of high school. Introduced as elective courses in 2001, students must choose to enroll either in civic education or religious education classes and can make their choice on an annual basis.\(^{192}\) While students can change their selection at the beginning of each year, this flexibility means that they study the same topics over and over rather than building on learnings from previous years. Further, educators report difficulty in motivating their students to engage meaningfully with the material because the course is not graded. Although Serbia has adopted formal civic education in its primary and secondary school curricula for nearly two decades, the impact has been muted by its elective nature and insufficient resources for educators.

The civic education course covers topics such as democracy, human rights and civic participation, but there is limited evidence to prove that it has contributed substantively to creating well-
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informed, tolerant citizens or reinforcing democratic norms among young people in Serbia. A 2019 study implemented by Civic Initiatives and Civil Rights Defenders, publicized by Serbia’s Social Inclusion and Poverty Reduction Unit, found that, although Serbia is formally in the process of joining the European Union, secondary school students surveyed were more likely to be Eurosceptic than the ratio reflective of the Serbian population at large. Nonetheless, students in civic education classes had a more positive attitude toward the European Union than their counterparts in religious education. Likewise, although students in civic education classes have a good grasp of concepts such as the division of powers in Serbia, they lack knowledge of active citizenship in a democratic society and the role of international organizations. The report also found that secondary school students overall are “little interested in political events and social engagement and have medium-level familiarity with current political events, mainly informing themselves online or through television.”

Moreover, the report notes that racism and ethnocentrism are also poorly understood concepts. Students in the study expressed significant prejudice against people with AIDS, members of the LGBTQ community, persons with an intellectual or psychosocial disability, or Albanian ethnic minority, although most would be open to befriending someone of a different religion or with a physical disability. These beliefs did not differ significantly between students in civic or religious education classes. Although students in civic education performed better on questions pertaining to civic topics than did religious education students, both groups performed poorly overall, according to the study. As middling as these results were, they nevertheless reflect progress from a similar study that the same organization conducted 10 years earlier.

Outside of standardized civic education, recognized national minorities, such as Hungarians in Vojvodina, can implement civic education in their languages in local schools and have some freedom in designing curricula to respond to the needs of their communities. Interlocutors felt that this flexibility was almost irrelevant, as most students belonging to these groups choose religious education over civic education. Additionally, not all materials are available in local languages, and none are adapted to the needs of students with disabilities. Other gaps in the curriculum, according to interlocutors, include the lack of mention of the rights of the LGBTQ community and little discussion of the role of civil society and different methods of civic participation.

Another commonly cited reason for ineffective implementation of civic education is the lack of training and resources available to educators. Prior to 2018, textbooks for the civic education course did not exist; teachers had to develop lessons on their own or rely on resources from their peers. There are no formal vocational or university courses to train educators, which is problematic given that many educators have backgrounds in topics other than civic education and lack the nuanced familiarity with the subject matter that would enable them to teach it effectively.

195 Interlocutor interview with civil society representative.
Currently, civic education educators are licensed by taking one of the short courses offered by the Ministry of Education, although interlocutors described this process as insufficient to prepare them to teach the course material. Finally, the insufficient resources dedicated to civic education contribute to a perception among students, educators and school administrators that the topic is less important than other subjects which could affect the number of students who choose to take the course.

Despite these drawbacks, there have been efforts to encourage active participation and improve upon formal civic education initiatives in Serbia. For example, some schools have established student parliaments; interlocutors comment that their level of activity varies from school to school. With robust support via guidance and activity materials, student parliaments could be impactful forums for young people to build a democratic political culture and better understand how their own actions and participation contribute to wider societal change through formal processes. In 2018, the Ministry of Education introduced curriculum changes, including the addition of research projects, educational films and simulations, to address low student engagement. Some local organizations, such as Civic Initiatives, have assisted in efforts to improve formal civic education. Civic Initiatives developed training courses for civic education educators and received the Ministry of Education’s approval for their use in certifying those educators, ameliorating gaps in training by working with teachers’ associations. These efforts reflect support to improve the formal civic education process, with additional resources provided by the government in order to do so.

Among the most pressing priority areas to improve civic education in Serbia are training and resources for educators and the establishment of civic education as a mandatory, for-credit curriculum requirement. Although some local actors have been working to address key shortcomings in civic education, durable change can occur only through sustained action by the Ministry of Education. Solutions identified by stakeholders include making civic education mandatory for all and making classes graded, fostering a culture of debate and civic activism among students, integrating civic education concepts into other classes where relevant and providing further training and resources to instructors and school administrators.

**Recommendations**

1. **Adjust the civic education course to make it mandatory and graded:** The Ministry of Education should take full advantage of its mandate to implement civic education by making classes mandatory for all students in primary and secondary schools and ensuring those classes are graded to emphasize its commitment to developing active citizens. This ensures young people will participate in formal civic education to build key democratic attitudes and beliefs during the early adolescent years, which is most critical to the personal development of children and young people.

2. **Improve the civic education curriculum to encourage deeper understanding of democratic norms and active participation as part of an emphasis on building political and electoral culture, with particular attention to inclusion and accessibility:** The Ministry of Education should re-engage with civil society and education experts to continuously update civic education curricula, including learning materials for student parliaments, and ensure that topics cover the breadth of civic participation, including promoting the full participation of
people from marginalized groups such as women, people with disabilities and the LGBTQ community. People from diverse communities should be shown in active roles in the political process and in civic engagement. Further, to expand marginalized populations’ access to civic education, the ministry should provide more support to national minority communities by ensuring teaching materials and resources are consistently available and updated in national minority languages, and are available in accessible formats such as braille, audio and easy-to-read so they are accessible to students with disabilities.

3. **Dedicate resources and training to civic education educators:** The Ministry of Education should engage with civil society and education experts to revise and support certification regimes for civic education educators, ensuring they have sufficient expertise and resources to teach effectively. Further, teaching approaches should be adapted to be more engaging and interactive.

**Voter Education**

Election management bodies in Serbia currently lack both a formal voter education strategy and the institutional infrastructure needed to provide adequate and accessible voter education. RIK has neither a dedicated voter education unit nor a voter education strategy to guide its efforts. An analysis of election-related content published by major media outlets during the 2020 election period found that only 3 percent of content could be classified as either voter education or information, illustrating the serious need for more intentional efforts on the part of election authorities.\(^196\)

Interlocutors observed that RIK does not coordinate consistently with other stakeholders on voter education and, as a result, there is a dearth of proactive voter education or informative materials designed to promote participation of a specific group, such as women, youth or persons with disabilities. However, an interlocutor from the election administration noted that it may produce relevant targeted voter education materials when contacted by a specific stakeholder group, such as a DPO. Although RIK produces information and videos on national elections in accessible formats, such as audio, sign language and subtitles,\(^197\) there is still an information gap in reaching persons with disabilities with election campaign information, according to a civil society representative. For example, campaign information is largely inaccessible to Deaf Serbians because it is not produced in sign language.\(^198\)

During the 2020 parliamentary elections, RIK did not conduct targeted outreach to first-time or young voters or those from national minority groups, although CeSID noted that some important materials, guides and election regulations for voters and poll workers were translated into 11 minority languages.\(^199\) Likewise, there is no targeted voter education aimed at addressing barriers to voting for women, such as family voting. Despite a somewhat incomplete approach to voter education, the OSCE/ODIHR noted improvements from the last elections.\(^200\) As the 2020
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\(^{196}\) CeSID Report.

\(^{161}\) YouTube Channel, Republic Electoral Commission. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjBsJcOKD0qQLWcQqhFDuw/videos

\(^{198}\) CIL Report.

\(^{199}\) CeSID Report.
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parliamentary elections occurred during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, RIK, with support from IFES, launched an outreach campaign to disseminate information specific to voting during the pandemic, which included informational material for voters (including those with disabilities), polling board members and observers. As part of the 2020 campaign, RIK and IFES developed an instructional video, aired by the national TV public service broadcaster, and a public service announcement that aired on radio stations across Serbia. RIK and IFES also produced a leaflet describing preventive measures on election day and RIK’s instructions for the voting procedure. Copies of this leaflet were distributed with nine daily newspapers, and the video was promoted on social media to engage Serbian youth. The leaflet design was used for large posters delivered to all 8,253 polling stations across the country to disseminate reminders for voters and polling board members to follow preventive measures. However, several interlocutors in election administration felt that voter education efforts could have been even more visible.

There have also been some efforts to produce accessible voter education targeted to voters with disabilities. RIK created a QR code to direct potential voters with disabilities to accessible information on its website; however, the QR code was not placed on printed materials but was only available on a YouTube video, according to an election administration representative and an analysis of the channel itself. This placement unfortunately reduced the effectiveness of such measures as it was available on a platform that already presented information in audio and visual formats. In the future, RIK can improve information access by ensuring that QR codes are placed on materials that are not otherwise accessible, such as flyers and posters. Additionally, RIK’s website includes some accessibility functionality, such as the ability to enlarge the font size. A text-to-speech service has been embedded, according to an election administration interlocutor, but if this functionality exists, it is not easily accessible from the landing page. RIK website accessibility could also be improved by adding other accessibility features, such as by changing the color contrast.

**Recommendations**

1. **Improve RIK’s voter education capacity and approach:** RIK’s existing voter education efforts are limited and are constrained by time, resources and capacity. To alleviate the lack of a consistent and inclusive approach, RIK should establish a formal voter education plan, incorporating research and feedback and recommendations from diverse stakeholders including representatives from civil society, national minorities and marginalized groups such as women, persons with disabilities and young people. This would guide tailored outreach and initiatives to reach a broader range of voters and encourage turnout. RIK should also establish, staff and fund a dedicated voter education unit or Working Group to ensure adequate implementation of the comprehensive voter education plan and identify gaps in messaging within key groups. RIK could also consider partnering with the Ministry of Education to develop voter education materials targeting first-time voters, including for use in civic education classes, to encourage students at or near voting age to participate in elections.

2. **Expand the accessibility of voter information:** Most voter information is available via RIK’s website, as well as from political parties’ messaging channels. However, voter information continues to be largely inaccessible to voters with disabilities. RIK should conduct an
accessibility audit of its website and update it accordingly. RIK should also encourage political parties to share information in accessible formats on their party platforms and campaigns.

**Political Finance and Corruption in Elections**

**Political and Campaign Finance**

In its 2010 evaluation of transparency of Serbian party funding, GRECO identified 10 recommendations, including setting a deadline for annual financial reports, clarifying the mandate of the APC and clear criteria for the use of public facilities for political purposes. In the 2014 second compliance report, GRECO found that all recommendations had been satisfactorily implemented. While GRECO congratulated “Serbia on the legislative reforms introduced in recent years,” the body noted that “corruption continues to be a prevalent concern in Serbia” and that

“Time and experience will show whether the recent amendments in law efficiently serve their purpose and prevent corruption…, and whether further improvements, of either a legislative or a practical implementation nature, are still necessary. Moreover, it is crucial that the relevant institutions entrusted with anticorruption responsibilities are provided with adequate resources and powers to effectively fulfil their tasks.”

In its report on the 2020 parliamentary elections, the OSCE/ODIHR Special Election Assessment Mission report found that the political finance framework does not ensure the transparency of campaign finance and that the “blurring of the line between the campaign of the ruling party… and the media coverage of the president and government’s activities,…. challenged paragraph 5.4 of the 1990 OSCE Copenhagen Document.”

**Regulations on Party and Campaign Finance**

The overall regulation on political party and campaign finance in Serbia, mainly contained in the Law on Financing Political Activities (amended in 2011), does not vary significantly from similar regulations in surrounding countries or in Europe as a whole. Political parties and election campaigns receive public funding and private income, although financial reports submitted after the 2016 elections indicate that campaigns rely almost exclusively on public funding. This information may reflect the reluctance of political parties to report private donations. While the OSCE/ODIHR final report recommends lowering donation limits, political parties have reported
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205 For a review of this law, published shortly after its publication, see “The Serbian 2011 Law on Financing Political Activities - Legal provisions and recommendations for enforcement,” (2011). IFES.

206 According to research by Transparency Serbia, parties reported receiving 97 percent of campaign income from public funding. “Kampanja o trošku građana – kada objavljeno ne znači i vidljivo,” (2016). Transparency Serbia. While complete data from the 2020 elections is not yet available, it seems to indicate that the official level of campaign income from public sources remains high.
very few donations close to the donation limit in recent years, and GRECO has warned that a low limit "not only seriously hampers the transparency and credibility of the system vis-à-vis the general public, but also makes it very difficult for political parties to comply with the rules."\(^{207}\)

The main activity area for reform in Serbia seemingly lies less with legal changes to public funding and income limits than with activities that aim to improve transparency in how funds are raised and spent, and to counteract abuse of state resources. In this area, legal changes may have a limited role. As GRECO has stated, "[i]t is necessary to connect the legal requirements to the real situation."\(^{208}\)

**Disclosure, Oversight and Remedies**

Serbian political parties are required to submit financial reports annually and within 30 days after the declaration of election results. There is no reporting by election campaigns ahead of elections, a fact decried by some interlocutors and noted as a weakness by the OSCE/ODIHR.\(^{209}\) Significant pre-election reporting requirements have, however, proved burdensome for political parties in surrounding countries (North Macedonia being a key example). As verifying the accuracy of such reports ahead of election day can be demanding, there is a risk of such systems rewarding political parties that report untruthful information calculated to satisfy the electorate. Smart reporting requirements, in particular those stating that donations received by election campaigns should be reported within a set number of days of receipt, may be more valuable than full-scale reporting requirements for both income and spending.

The mandate to oversee political party and campaign finance in Serbia lies with the APC.\(^{210}\) The assessment team noted a significant difference in how political party and civil society interlocutors view the work of the APC. Representatives of political parties perceived an improvement in its work, and generally reported satisfaction with implementation of political finance regulations. In contrast, civil society interlocutors argued that monitoring compliance with existing regulations is largely superficial, and that the APC often does not investigate potential violations.

Since 2012, the APC has hired field monitors to observe election campaigns (120 monitors for the 2020 parliamentary elections), including potential violations and levels of spending. According to the APC, it compares the findings with the financial reports of electoral contestants. This is an unusual approach that, in Europe, seems to be used only in Serbia and Albania. Some interlocutors complained that reports by APC observers are not made public. However, given the unavoidably partial nature of this monitoring, publishing the reports may give an inaccurate impression of overall campaign spending, and it may be preferable to consider them internal

\(^{207}\) OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 14; GRECO (2010), page 14. Several donations at the level of the donation limit were made in relation to the 2014 elections, with the funds potentially originating with another source than the official donor. The investigation into this case took several years. "Tužilaštvo za dve godine nije donelo odluku o pokretanju istrage zbog sumnje na pranje novca SNS, SPS i URS," (2019). Insider.

\(^{208}\) GRECO (2010), page 14.


\(^{210}\) This is similar to the institutional approach in Montenegro and to some extent Croatia and North Macedonia. In Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo, political finance oversight is the responsibility of the EMB. The APC was created in 2009 and was given the mandate to oversee political finance through the 2011 Law on Financing Political Activities.
working documents. According to the APC, one investigation was initiated *ex officio* as a result of this monitoring.

No oversight institution can monitor all aspects of political finance, and in most countries the responsible institution relies mainly on complaints from other stakeholders about inaccuracies in financial reports or other forms of violations. Recent legal revisions to the regulatory framework now require the APC to respond to received complaints within five days. The team’s assessment shows that there is disagreement regarding the effectiveness of how complaints are received and reviewed and the sanctioning of detected violations. While the APC states that it has acted on all complaints for which relevant information has been available, civil society actors argue that they have submitted many complaints, including detailed information, on which the APC has not acted. While the APC can outline the type of information needed for it to act on a complaint, there seems to be no formal procedure for receiving and reviewing complaints. The APC should consider establishing such a policy, including a formal case management system.

It is gratifying to note that political party interlocutors reported improvement in their communication with the APC, with one stating that “[p]arties used to [have] fear of APC; now APC built relationship with parties in preventive manner.” Civil society interlocutors have fewer positive views of the APC’s responsiveness and engagement. The APC should continue to build its relationship with political parties to aid in improving regulations and parties’ compliance, while striving to further its engagement with civil society groups monitoring the use of money in Serbian politics.

**Recommendations**

1. **Consider gender equality in political finance regulations:** To promote equal representation and access to opportunities, election legislation should be amended to require political parties to spend 15 percent of their public funding on initiatives related to gender equality (clearly defining what qualifies as such initiatives) and set up a robust monitoring mechanism to ensure parties implement this requirement.

2. **Increase the transparency of ongoing reporting requirements for donations received ahead of elections:** Campaign finance transparency could be increased through carefully considered pre-election reporting requirements. Rather than requiring full-scale reporting that can prove unduly burdensome both to election campaigns and oversight institutions, this reporting can focus on information of special interest to voters, such as reporting larger donations within a set number of days of receipt.

3. **The APC should consider establishing a formalized procedure for the receipt and review of complaints about political finance violations:** While monitors deployed by the APC ahead of elections can collect valuable data, the process for receiving information from outside stakeholders is essential for effective oversight. The APC should build on its current practices for dealing with complaints by establishing a comprehensive procedure for receiving and handling complaints, including the criteria for what constitutes a complaint, and how the APC should act on them. The development of such a procedure should include consultation with political parties, civil society and the judicial system, the
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latter to ensure that the procedure is conducive to effective sanctioning in case of detected violations.

4. **Continue efforts to increase the effectiveness of APC oversight:** While the APC has taken steps to improve its oversight of political party and campaign finance and of abuse of state resources, this assessment shows that more must be done for the oversight to be effective and increase public confidence. The APC should identify how cross-checking financial reports it receives with external data sources can improve oversight, and it should continue to build on its positive engagement with public institutions and civil society entities. To be fully effective, the APC should demonstrate that it is insulated from political interference and show the political will to take up cases against powerful actors.

**Abuse of State Resources**

During its 2010 evaluation of money in Serbian politics, GRECO was informed that:

> “in practice candidates, who are already elected officials, do use the administrative resources at their disposal (official cars, communication equipment, secretariat services, etc.) for political purposes, especially in the context of campaign activities.”

The legal framework for the abuse of state resources is dispersed over a number of laws, including some that may seem unrelated to the political and electoral process, such as the Law on Public Companies and the Law on Basic Principles of the Educational System. Legal amendments aiming to prevent abuse of state resources were introduced in late 2019, although some interlocutors described them as largely superficial. Abuse of state resources remains a significant concern, and the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic created additional challenges to counteracting to abuse of state resources. CRTA monitored the use of state resources during the election campaign and found pressure put on staff in public institutions, misuse of the premises of public institutions and campaigning by public officials potentially in violation of the Anti-Corruption Agency Act. Similarly, Transparency Serbia noted the use of public activities in campaign materials, including on the ruling party’s Facebook page.

Civil society interlocutors generally found that little action was taken against abuse of state resources in the 2020 parliamentary elections. The OSCE/ODIHR similarly concluded that “[t]he institutions responsible for monitoring the compliance with the campaign regulations, such as the APC, did not effectively respond to issues and allegations of misuse of office and state resources.” To effectively counteract abuse of state resources, institutions including the APC require a significant level of political independence, a clearly defined mandate to act against
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214 See the “Electoral Legal Framework” section.
215 The large-scale opposition boycott of the 2020 parliamentary elections meant that even calling for people to vote could be seen as attempts of influencing the process.
217 “Agencija odobrava dvostruku eksploataciju funkcionerske kampanje,” (2020). Transparency Serbia. One reported case argued that people were paid by sources close to the then-government party to post information on social media supporting the government and undermining the opposition. “The Castle: How Serbia’s Rulers Manipulate Minds and the People Pay,” (2020). Balkans Insight.
possible abuses, the necessary resources and procedures, and the political will to take on powerful political actors.\footnote{See “Joint guidelines for preventing and responding to the misuse of administrative resources during electoral processes,” (2016). Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR.}

Effective state intervention against abuse of state resources must not be seen as the responsibility of any one institution. Relevant departments within the police force and the judiciary must also act forcefully to investigate and, as appropriate, act in cases where state resources are abused for political reasons. A comprehensive review of efforts to counteract abuse of state resources is needed in Serbia.

**Recommendations**

1. **Increase the clarity around the effective monitoring of abuse of state resources:** Further review of the regulatory framework against abuse of state resources is needed, including pressure put on staff in public institutions and misuse of public premises and social media accounts. This review must include all relevant actors and focus on how to monitor compliance with the provisions being introduced and how to ensure potential violations can be sanctioned.

2. **Take comprehensive action to effectively counteract abuse of state resources:** While a regulatory review is necessary in Serbia, effectively counteracting abuse of state resources requires a comprehensive approach by different stakeholders. The judiciary must have the capacity and political will to deal with cases of this kind, and individual public institutions must see how resources under their control can be protected from abuse. Efforts by civil society to expose abuse must be supported.

3. **Consider how marginalized populations may be impacted by anti-corruption initiatives, including the abuse of state resources:** The APC could collaborate with other institutions to include local and marginalized populations, such as ethnic minorities, gender minorities, persons with disabilities, young women and rural women, in anti-corruption oversight and implementation of anti-corruption plans. This could include strengthening gender-sensitive monitoring and evaluation of public officials and government performance to track potential abuses.

**Independence and Accountability of the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption**

Due to their unique roles providing government oversight or insulating democratic processes from political interference, independent institutions like the APC require autonomy from political leaders so they can withstand attempts at manipulation. They also require appropriate accountability mechanisms to ensure that they do not fall prey to corruption, partisan behavior or poor leadership. The correct balance is important to enable these institutions to effectively fulfill their mandates.\footnote{There are several components to both autonomy and accountability, which are outlined in detail in IFES’ Autonomy and Accountability Framework, herein “Autonomy and Accountability Framework.”} This section relies on IFES’ Autonomy and Accountability Framework\footnote{Autonomy and Accountability Framework.} as a tool to analyze the APC. The framework emphasizes five dimensions of autonomy necessary for an
independent agency to fully engage in its mandate and three types of accountability measures that enable an institution to achieve public credibility and support.

**Autonomy:** The independence of the APC is enshrined in the recently amended Law on the Prevention of Corruption. However, *de jure* independence is not sufficient to ensure autonomy in practice—indeed, independent institutions must also have access to sufficient resources and personnel, a clear mandate and the ability to set internal policies and priorities, and objective and merit-based appointment processes.

The Law on the Prevention of Corruption includes specific protections for APC’s financial independence, including that its budget be sufficient to enable it to complete its work independently and effectively, that it has independence in disposing of its funds and that the government cannot suspend or limit the use of the funds. These are important legal protections, and there seems to have been a positive trend of budget and personnel increases from 2014 to 2019. However, a report by IDSCS notes that “this trend must continue to enable further development of the APC’s capacities.”

The Law on the Prevention of Corruption also includes several provisions that could help ensure that APC’s leadership is impartial and professional, including an open competition process. There are also requirements for the director and the members of the board to hold a legal degree, have nine years of relevant experience and pass an exam adopted by the Ministry of Justice and administered by the Judicial Academy. In addition, by law, both the director and members of the board must not be members of a political party or political entity. However, interlocutors have noted that the actual impact of this requirement is limited, as it is legal to formally rescind party membership before applying for the position. According to the IDSCS report, opposition parties protested the election of the current director because of alleged strong ties to the ruling party, including as a candidate in local elections in 2016, donation of funds and a party appointment to the working body in charge of implementing elections in 2017.

While open competition and concrete and objective criteria are important, the IDSCS report notes that the role of the Ministry of Justice in announcing the competition is concerning, as this could provide an opportunity for the government to interfere in the APC’s work by postponing or obstructing the selection process. However, the role of the Judicial Academy in conducting the
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222 Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Article 3.
226 Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Articles 11 and 22.
227 Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Articles 10, 12, 21 and 23.
228 Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Articles 10 and 21.
selection procedure, including the exam, may help avoid suspicions of political interference in verification that requirements are met, and testing is administered fairly.\textsuperscript{230}

Once the Judicial Academy identifies a list of qualified candidates, the Ministry of Justice presents it to the National Assembly to elect candidates for appointment.\textsuperscript{231} This process has been recently introduced in the law but not yet implemented in practice; however, there may be opportunities for political interference given that the National Assembly previously delayed for several years the appointment of Board members who were not supported by the ruling party majority.\textsuperscript{232}

**Accountability:** The APC is formally accountable to the National Assembly and is required to submit annual reports. The APC can also submit extraordinary reports on its work or the state of corruption on its own initiative or at the request of the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{233} Independent institutions generally have unique relationships with legislatures since they are often directly accountable to them, but their reporting also can help to bolster and inform legislative oversight agendas.\textsuperscript{234} That being said, from 2014 to 2017, APC’s reports were reviewed only in committee, not examined in plenary as required under the Parliamentary Procedure along, with a formal outcome document, indicating a weak relationship.\textsuperscript{235} The report for 2018 was brought before the plenary, which is positive. However, the review was not very substantive, perhaps due in part to the opposition’s boycott of the work of the National Assembly at this time.\textsuperscript{236}

In addition to formal accountability mechanisms, accountability to the public is important for independent institutions to ensure that they remain responsive to the public interest. Public accountability can include proactive use of outreach, public accessibility and transparency measures.\textsuperscript{237} As noted above, political party and civil society interlocutors reported differing levels of satisfaction with engagement with the APC. It is important that the APC, and its Department for Control of Financing of Political Activities in particular, continue to build on these efforts with political parties, while increasing outreach and engagement with civil society.

It is also important that there are clear standards and procedures in place that can help to measure performance both within and outside the institution. These should be transparent to the public. The APC should ensure that written procedures and policies are in place for key processes (including complaint processes, as discussed above) to create a framework for internal and external stakeholders to understand and measure its performance.

\textsuperscript{231} Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Articles 13 and 24.
\textsuperscript{233} Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Article 39.
\textsuperscript{237} Shein, Erica and Alexandra Brown, “Preserving Independent and Accountable Institutions - COVID-19 Briefing Series,” (2020.) IFES.
Recommendations

1. **Improve processes and procedures to build trust in the APC:** The APC should work to ensure that procedures and policies are formalized in writing and published to build trust and maintain accountability to the public. These formalized procedures and policies can also form the basis for internal and external performance monitoring. Further, the APC should consider submitting reports to the National Assembly on its own initiative to highlight critical areas of concern or recommendations, particularly those related to political finance and abuse of state resources, to help build a stronger oversight relationship with the National Assembly. The reports should be transparent and include insights from civil society and other stakeholders to bolster public support.

2. **Engage civil society to build transparency and accountability:** The APC should consider proactively engaging and collaborating with civil society organizations, especially those involved with monitoring money in politics. This would improve relationships between government and civil society on anti-corruption oversight and strengthen trust in the APC as a transparent and accountable institution that is free of political influence.

Electoral Dispute Resolution

Effective resolution of electoral disputes is vital to guaranteeing the integrity and legitimacy of an election. IFES has developed a clear and rigorous methodology to measure the effectiveness and credibility of the electoral dispute resolution process, drawing from internationally accepted standards and grounded in the widely recognized fundamental right to participate in government. This assessment relied on these established standards to analyze EDR mechanisms in Serbia and make actionable recommendations grouped within four sub-categories: (1) the institutional EDR model; (2) rules and procedures for investigating and resolving complaints and disputes; (3) remedies and sanctions for and enforcement of decisions; and (4) public outreach and training.

This assessment found the second element—the rules and procedures for investigating and resolving complaints—a priority area for reform. Interlocutors highlighted the significant challenges to ensuring procedural due process stemming from short timelines to resolve disputes as well as significant gaps in procedures for complaint adjudication and investigation. Additionally, the assessment indicates a need to introduce training and public outreach to increase the credibility of the dispute resolution process.

**The Institutional Electoral Dispute Resolution Model**

The purpose of an electoral complaints process is to maintain credibility and reliability through a clear and consistent right of redress that is available to all injured parties. This right must be clearly established in the law and known to the public. Specifically, political parties, candidates and voters
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238 These criteria include: (1) an established right of redress for election complaints and disputes; (2) a clearly defined regimen of election standards and procedures; (3) an impartial and informed arbiter; (4) a system that judicially expedites decisions, while protecting due process; (5) established burdens of proof and standards of evidence; (6) meaningful and effective remedies; and (7) an effective process to educate relevant stakeholders. These standards are covered in more detail in Vickery, Chad, “Guidelines for Understanding, Adjudicating, and Resolving Disputes in Elections (GURDE),” (ed. 2011). *IFES.*
need to know which entity has jurisdiction over specific types of disputes, as well as the procedural and substantive rules that will govern the complaint.

In Serbia, jurisdiction over electoral complaints is relatively straightforward. Administrative complaints and complaints regarding violations to electoral rights can be submitted to the relevant election commission—RIK for national elections and the relevant EMB within the Local Self-Government unit for local elections. No complaint procedures exist in the Law on Election of President of the Republic although, in practice, complaints regarding presidential elections follow the same procedures as those stated in the Law on the Election of Members of Parliament.

Despite including a number of party representatives on its staff, interlocutors generally consider RIK to be more or less neutral in decision-making.\(^{239}\) However, interlocutors consistently found the EDR process ineffective, primarily due to the very short deadlines and challenges in collecting evidence to prove complaints\(^ {240}\) (discussed in more detail in the section below). Additionally, the OSCE/ODIHR Final Report notes, “complaints against RIK decisions are filed with RIK itself, which entails a risk of conflict of interest.”\(^ {241}\) This model is not uncommon, and the risk can be mitigated by ensuring a right of appeal. While RIK reviews complaints in full sessions, which are open to the public, complainants do not participate in the process. There is also no legal requirement that RIK publish decisions, although it began publishing decisions online for the recent elections. However, interlocutors indicated that those decisions were not published until weeks after election day.\(^ {242}\)

There are no official statistics on election complaints filed with RIK; however, decisions are available on its website along with recordings of the session in each decision is taken. CeSID used the information on the RIK website, as well as information collected from observers, to analyze the complaints submitted during the 2020 parliamentary elections cycle. According to CeSID’s estimate, around 6,000 complaints were submitted to RIK during the cycle—a majority regarding resumption of the campaign period following the pause for COVID-19 and irregularities in the work of polling boards.\(^ {243}\) While many were identical or duplicates,\(^ {244}\) ultimately CeSID found that only three complaints were upheld.\(^ {245}\) This discrepancy hints at the underlying challenges in pursuing a remedy through the formal EDR system. Additionally, according to interlocutors, most complaints are generally submitted by political parties and citizen observer groups (filing as voters), but (aside from the duplicate complaints submitted during the 2020 parliamentary elections) very few by voters.\(^ {246}\) This is especially true at the local level, and interlocutors have

\(^{239}\) Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.
\(^{240}\) Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.
\(^{241}\) OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 19.
\(^{242}\) Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.
\(^{243}\) CeSID Report.
\(^{244}\) For example, 2,591 complaints were filed by voters against RIK’s decision to resume the election process due to concerns about the persistent COVID-19 public health risks. These complaints were allegedly copy-and-paste duplicates instigated by a Facebook page. OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 20.
\(^{245}\) CeSID Report.
\(^{246}\) Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.
noted that voters may fear blame and repercussions after putting their names on official complaints.\(^{247}\)

Complaints regarding political and campaign finance and use of state resources are filed with the APC. The APC also has the authority to initiate proceedings \textit{ex officio} in response to findings during monitoring activities, as mentioned above under “Political and Campaign Finance.” In response to proceedings, the APC can issue warnings and initiate misdemeanor and criminal proceedings for violations of the Law on Financing Political Activities, although it does not prosecute directly.\(^{248}\) As noted above in the “Political Finance and Corruption in Elections” section, political party interlocutors generally viewed the work of the APC more favorably than did civil society. However, interlocutors noted that recent legal reforms had increased the transparency and efficiency of the complaints process.\(^{249}\)

Decisions from RIK, local EMBs and the APC\(^{250}\) can all be appealed to the Administrative Court of Serbia, which issues a final decision. During the 2020 parliamentary elections, the court heard 4,912 appeals—the majority of them appeals of decisions by the RIK.\(^{251}\) While interlocutors in general seemed to believe that the court is unbiased, they expressed concerns regarding the short deadlines under which cases must be decided.\(^{252}\) Some interlocutors felt that the court does not examine evidence but tends to “copy and paste” RIK’s decisions due to the short timeframe.\(^{253}\) Positively, though, interlocutors noted that the court produces timely decisions and posts them online, where they serve as an important resource for observers when information is not immediately available from RIK.\(^{254}\)

\textbf{Rules and Procedures for Investigating and Resolving Complaints and Disputes}

The existence of clear and consistent standards and procedures to resolve election disputes is critical for building and maintaining trust in the electoral process. They should include clear guidance on legal standing, the burden of proof, standard of evidence, possible remedies and timelines. These standards and procedures must be established well ahead of the start of the electoral process and clearly communicated to stakeholders.\(^{255}\)

Taken together, the provisions included in the existing laws, regulations and rules of procedure for the resolution of administrative complaints are quite broad, and there are significant gaps. There is no guidance on the requirements for a valid complaint, the types of evidence that can be considered, the level of investigation needed for different types of complaints or the standard of evidence needed for a complaint to succeed. There is no indication of the burden of proof in the

\(^{247}\) CeSID Report.
\(^{248}\) Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Art. 6; Law on Financing Political Activities, Articles 35–37.
\(^{249}\) See, for example, “Parliamentary Elections 2020: Final Report with Recommendations (Summary),” (2020).
\(^{250}\) CRTA, page 6.
\(^{251}\) In cases not involving criminal or misdemeanor offenses (e.g., suspension of the transfer of funds from public sources). Law on Financing Political Activities, Article 43.
\(^{252}\) According to consultations with the Administrative Court of Serbia, 4,674 were appeals from the RIK, one from provincial election commissions, 113 from local election commissions, and 112 from municipal electoral commissions.
\(^{253}\) Interlocutor interview with civil society expert and political party representative.
\(^{254}\) Interlocutor interview with political party representative.
\(^{255}\) Vickery, Chad, “Guidelines for Understanding, Adjudicating, and Resolving Disputes in Elections (GARDE),” (ed. 2011). IFES.
electoral legal framework, although the Law on General Administrative Procedure indicates that the burden falls to the complainant.\textsuperscript{256} The laws do provide some guidance on legal standing, although this is not entirely consistent between local and national elections.\textsuperscript{257}

The election laws provide a clear timeline for the dispute resolution process; however, the deadlines are unreasonably short and impede both due process protections and effective investigation. While tight and rigid electoral calendars can necessitate prompt dispute resolution proceedings, it is important to ensure an appropriate balance between fairness and efficiency to prevent cases from being dismissed without investigation, violating the right to a fair hearing.\textsuperscript{258}

The OSCE/ODIHR Final Report noted that current deadlines for filing complaints and issuing decisions are “contrary to international good practice” and recommended that the deadlines be extended.\textsuperscript{259} Interlocutors consistently repeated this finding.

While the Law on the Election of Deputies and the Law on Local Elections list the deadlines separately, they are very similar. Complaints must be submitted to the relevant election commission\textsuperscript{260} within 24 hours of the contested action, omission or decision; however, the Law on Local Elections states “within 24 hours from the day”\textsuperscript{261} while the Law on the Election of Deputies states “within 24 hours from the hour.”\textsuperscript{262} The relevant commission must return a decision within 48 hours of receiving the complaint.\textsuperscript{263} The deadlines for filing an appeal are even shorter for local election disputes than those related to national elections—24 hours from the delivery of the decision for local election complaints\textsuperscript{264} versus 48 hours to file an appeal for national election complaints.\textsuperscript{265} For appeals on both local election and national election complaints, the Administrative Court must issue a decision within 48 hours.\textsuperscript{266}

The short deadlines do not meet international standards and do not provide sufficient time for complainants to submit their complaints or appeals.\textsuperscript{267} The deadline to submit complaints is especially short, as the time begins with the decision, action or omission of the election officials rather than when the complainant is made aware of the harm. The OSCE/ODIHR Final Report recommends that “deadlines for submission should run from the moment when the irregularity

\textsuperscript{256} See Law on General Administrative Procedure, Article 127.
\textsuperscript{257} For national elections, legal standing is provided to voters, candidates, and those who submit electoral lists for “violations of electoral rights during the election or irregularities in the nomination or election procedure.” Standing for irregularities in counting or complaints related to the results is not explicitly mentioned, although in practice standing is recognized. Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 95. On the other hand, the Law on Local Elections provides standing to voters, candidates or nominators to file complaints due to “irregularities in the procedure of candidacy, implementation, determination and publication of election results,” which seems to encompass more administrative causes of action but does not explicitly include violations of electoral rights. Law on Local Elections, Article 52.
\textsuperscript{258} “Elections on Trial,” IFES, page 30-31.
\textsuperscript{259} OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, page 19-20.
\textsuperscript{260} Either RIK for national elections or the relevant EMB within the Local Self-Government unit for local elections.
\textsuperscript{261} Law on Local Elections, Article 52.
\textsuperscript{262} Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 95.
\textsuperscript{263} Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 96; Law on Local Elections, Article 53.
\textsuperscript{264} Law on Local Elections, Article 54. The relevant commission then has 12 hours to submit all relevant documents and data to the court.
\textsuperscript{265} Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 97. RIK then has 24 hours to submit all relevant documents to the court.
\textsuperscript{266} Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 97; Law on Local Elections, Article 54.
\textsuperscript{267} Opinion No. 190/2002: Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters, Part II, 3.3(g), European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission).
came to the attention of the complainant. While there are no official statistics on the number of complaints dismissed for missing a filing deadline, during the 2020 parliamentary elections, voters filed 2,591 complaints against the RIK’s decision to resume the election process due to concerns about persistent COVID-19 public health risks. Although these complaints were allegedly copy-and-paste duplicates instigated by a Facebook page, they were summarily dismissed due to failure to meet the 24-hour submission deadline.

There is also insufficient time for complainants to substantiate their complaints or for election commissions or the Administrative Court to fully investigate claims. While neither the Law on the Election of Deputies nor the Law on Local Elections provides any guidance on types of admissible evidence or the investigation process, the Law on General Administrative Procedure fills the gaps in the law for national elections and provides that “all resources suitable for the establishment of the facts in a particular case may be used as evidence,” explicitly listing documents, testimony by witnesses, statements by parties, findings and opinions of expert witnesses and onsite investigation. The Law on General Administrative Procedures also requires public hearings unless otherwise specified in the law. However, due in part to the restrictive timeframes, interlocutors have noted that the decisions of RIK in practice hinge entirely on the official minutes of the polling station. If there is no mention of an irregularity in those records, complaints are usually dismissed without further investigation. CeSID found that this practice has “limited the range of objections raised by voters,” given their capabilities and authority relative to those of polling stations. According to interlocutors, it is practically impossible for voters to provide the commission with evidence—all they have is their own word.

It is not uncommon in election disputes for an imbalance to exist in terms of access to evidence between a complainant and an EMB. This places an extra burden on EMBs to proactively investigate legitimate complaints. Reliance on the minutes from the polling stations as the only source of evidence is especially concerning given the quality of the documentation. The Instructions for Implementing the 2020 Parliamentary Elections included new provisions stating that RIK will annul the results of voting at polling stations when the station’s minutes are not submitted or it is not possible to determine the results of voting. This led to RIK calling for repeat voting at 233 polling stations, whereas the results from only one polling station were annulled through the formal complaints process.

The Administrative Court faces similar challenges stemming from the short deadlines. Administrative Court processes are generally governed by the Law on Administrative Disputes.
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272 Law on General Administrative Procedure, Article 139.
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274 Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.
275 CeSID Report.
276 Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.
277 CeSID Report.
278 CeSID Report.
which, for example, provides for public hearings to determine the facts of the case.\textsuperscript{279} The court is normally able to decide a case without a hearing if “the matter of the dispute is such that it obviously does not require direct hearing” or if the parties agree to forgo the hearing.\textsuperscript{280} In any case, the court is required to provide a justification when it does not hold a public hearing.\textsuperscript{281} However, due to the short deadlines, the court has found that public hearings are not appropriate for election disputes, so such hearings are never held for election complaints.\textsuperscript{282} According to the OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, the court stated that “the 48-hour deadline does not provide adequate time for a thorough review of the case to render a final decision and does not allow time for a public hearing.”\textsuperscript{283} Because of the short deadlines for decision-making and the large number of appeals, the Court employs a 24/7 standby for judges and support staff from until post-election day complaints are decided and it suspends adjudication of non-election disputes.\textsuperscript{284} Additionally, interlocutors have noted that summoning witnesses from across the country within the timeframe would be practically impossible.\textsuperscript{285} This renders the fundamental right to appeal virtually impossible to uphold in the electoral context in Serbia.

The Law on Financing of Political Activities includes the relevant legal provisions for resolving complaints submitted to the APC regarding campaign finance and use of administrative resources. However, there separate provisions in the Law on the Prevention of Corruption generally to complaints regarding corrupt conduct,\textsuperscript{286} and these include more detail than the provisions in the Law on Financing of Political Activities.\textsuperscript{287} For example, the Law on the Prevention of Corruption includes explicit standards for a complaint and the responsibility of the APC to attempt to remedy invalid complaints,\textsuperscript{288} which is not included in the Law on Financing Political Activities. It is unclear why there are separate processes under these two laws or why these legal provisions are inconsistent.

The Law on Financing Political Activities does include some guidance on investigation of complaints, providing that the APC can summon individuals and request data in order to determine if there has been a violation of the law.\textsuperscript{289} Additionally, the APC has five days to investigate and issue a decision on a complaint, which provides more time to investigate and substantiate complaints, and it is required to publish decisions on its website within 24 hours.\textsuperscript{290} The Law on General Administrative Procedure governs any gaps in the Law on Financing Political Activities.\textsuperscript{291} The APC also indicated that, while it has internal process for managing complaints based on practice, it would benefit from establishing written processes and procedures.

\textsuperscript{279} Law on Administrative Disputes, Articles 33 and 35.
\textsuperscript{280} Law on Administrative Disputes, Article 33.
\textsuperscript{281} Law on Administrative Disputes, Article 33.
\textsuperscript{282} Consultation with Administrative Court of Serbia.
\textsuperscript{283} OSCE/ODIHR Final Report, pages 19–20.
\textsuperscript{284} Consultation with Administrative Court of Serbia.
\textsuperscript{285} Consultation with Administrative Court of Serbia.
\textsuperscript{286} Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Articles 87–92.
\textsuperscript{287} Law on Financing of Political Activities, Articles 35–37.
\textsuperscript{288} Law on the Prevention of Corruption, Articles 87–88.
\textsuperscript{289} Law on Financing of Political Activities, Article 35.
\textsuperscript{290} Law on Financing of Political Activities, Article 35.
\textsuperscript{291} Law on Financing of Political Activities, Article 36.
**Remedies, Sanctions and Enforcement of Decisions**

An effective complaints adjudication process must provide meaningful and appropriate remedies. These remedies must be clearly established ahead of the electoral process, and effective mechanisms should exist to ensure enforcement.\(^{292}\)

For administrative complaints, interlocutors consulted during this assessment were primarily concerned with the ability to receive a fair hearing, which is undermined by extremely short deadlines throughout the EDR process that restrict opportunities to substantiate or investigate complaints. Although concerns were raised about the possibility of receiving a remedy through the formal EDR process, no specific concerns focused on the quality of remedy available.

That being said, no specific remedies are outlined for different types of administrative complaints specified in the legal framework, which states only that if a complaint is resolved in favor of the complainant, then the action or decision of the election commission at issue will be “annulled.”\(^{293}\)

The one exception is that annulling election results at specific polling stations is explicitly provided for in the legal framework as a remedy for a list of election day violations, including for example, the presence of more voters than there are spaces available to ensure the secrecy of the vote or the unlawful presence of a police officer in the polling station.\(^{294}\) These are not the only circumstances for which RIK can order repeat voting at a polling station. For example, RIK found for the complainant in a case in which a voter was denied the right to vote because another voter signed in his place on the voters list and ordered the vote to be repeated at a polling station in Belgrade.\(^{295}\)

Annulment is a disproportionate remedy for some of these violations, and it is important that clear standards are established for the annulment of election results to avoid disenfranchising voters. While annulments may be necessary under certain circumstances—particularly when irregularities may have impacted the results—they can also stir political conflict or be manipulated to frustrate the will of the voters.\(^{296}\) Interlocutors have noted that, when repeat voting is called for at a polling station, there is usually significantly less turnout than on election day; this could undermine the will of the voters if the results are annulled for isolated violations that did not impact the overall results. To avoid overreliance on annulment of the results of polling stations, it is important that appropriate remedies be provided for in the legal framework that respond directly to the harm caused by specific irregularities.
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293 Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 96; Law on Local Elections, Article 53.

294 Law on the Election of Deputies, Article 58. The full list includes: (1) members of the polling station committee or their deputies are not present at the polling station while it is open and voting is in progress; (2) a separate room is not provided in each polling station where it is possible to ensure the secrecy of the vote; (3) more voters are present than there are spaces available to ensure the secrecy of the vote; (4) presence of persons in the polling station who do not have a legal right or duty to be there; (5) unlawful presence of on-duty police officers.

295 It should also be noted that the most recent election was the first in which the results of polling stations could be automatically annulled where the minutes of the polling station are not submitted or where it is not possible to determine the results of voting. This led to repeat voting at 233 polling stations. CeSID Report.

296 Vickery, Chad, David Ennis, Katherine Ellena and Alyssa Kaiser, “When are Elections Good Enough? Validating or Annulling Election Results,” (October 2018). IFES.
On the other hand, penalties for criminal conduct are explicitly included in legal framework.\textsuperscript{297} However, similar to administrative complaints or violations of electoral rights, interlocutors expressed concern primarily about the challenges to effective prosecution and enforcement rather than the appropriateness of the penalty. Interlocutors noted that criminal complaints of offenses such as pressure, corruption and vote buying are very difficult to prove and that not many cases are successful.\textsuperscript{298} Additionally, interlocutors noted that the resolution of criminal complaints can take years, it is difficult to track cases through the criminal system and the public prosecutor is not transparent regarding the selection of cases.\textsuperscript{299}

For complaints on campaign finance or use of administrative resources submitted to the APC, remedies and misdemeanor or criminal penalties are clearly stated in the Law on Financing of Political Activities. However, some interlocutors felt that the APC did not initiate enough criminal proceedings and that complaints were resolved inconsistently or were dismissed due to unnecessarily narrow interpretations of the law.\textsuperscript{300} CRTA noted that “numerous examples of public officials’ campaigning and misuse of public resources, both by officials and political entities, went unpunished” and that “even in cases where it was found that the law had been violated, the Agency [APC] showed inconsistency in imposing sanctions on various political entities.”\textsuperscript{301} Establishing written standards of procedures for the resolution of complaints, including evidentiary standards, as discussed above, may help to ensure consistency in decisions.

**Public Outreach and Training on Electoral Dispute Resolution**

Public trust in and understanding of the complaints adjudication system are key elements in a credible electoral process. Targeted training at all levels is critical to ensure that officials are equipped to exercise their mandate within the legal and regulatory framework, and that stakeholders trust officials to exercise this duty. In addition, for a complaints adjudication system to be implemented properly, stakeholders need to be fully informed on how to access it.\textsuperscript{302}

No training is currently provided to RIK temporary staff, commissioners or polling board members on EDR laws and procedures. Such training could complement training sessions for polling board members focused on recognizing, remedying and reporting electoral violations that was recommended under “Accessibility of Polling Stations and Voting Procedures.” Similarly, there is no public outreach for complaints adjudication, nor are any materials available to guide voters through the process of submitting a complaint. Interlocutors noted that there is insufficient awareness of the process, that some complaints have been submitted that are unrelated to election legislation, and that the development of manuals and other guidance on the topic would be desirable.\textsuperscript{303}

\textsuperscript{297} Law on the Election of Deputies, Articles 104-114 (applying to local elections according to Law on Local Elections, Article 58). No crimes or criminal penalties are listed in the Law on Presidential Elections.

\textsuperscript{298} Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.

\textsuperscript{299} Interlocutor interview with civil society expert.

\textsuperscript{300} Interlocutor interview with political finance expert.

\textsuperscript{301} CRTA Report, page 6.

\textsuperscript{302} Vickery, Chad, “Guidelines for Understanding, Adjudicating, and Resolving Disputes in Elections (GUADE),” (ed. 2011). *IFES*, Chapters 1 and 5.

\textsuperscript{303} Interlocutor interview with election administration.
Administrative Court judges have received some specific training on election law, although the most recent was in 2018. Because there is not a sufficient number of judges in the Administrative Court, all judges adjudicate election cases, and no judges specialize in election disputes.

**Recommendations**

1. **Conduct an inclusive, consultative review of the legal and regulatory framework to guide a reform process to fill gaps and ensure consistency:** The RIK, APC and Administrative Court should play a central role in electoral legal reform discussions, in consultation with political parties and other stakeholders, to ensure reform discussions align with operational and technical considerations and respond to identified needs. This approach would allow the electoral institutions to identify issues that could be addressed through procedural reforms. In particular, these reform efforts should identify targeted remedies to respond directly to different types of irregularities, provide clear evidentiary and investigation standards and ensure consistency across dispute resolution processes for different elections (local, national assembly, presidential).

2. **Establish consistent rules of procedure to resolve electoral complaints and introduce robust, transparent and secure case management systems in the RIK and APC:** These rules of procedure should fill gaps identified above, including, for example, providing guidance on requirements for complaints, types of evidence to consider and investigation procedures. Rules of procedure are also important for complaint management, as they create clear process for complaint resolution, including registering complaints, assigning cases, collecting and cataloging evidence, providing notice, scheduling hearings and recording decisions.

3. **Update filing and decision-making timelines to protect due process and meet international standards:** Review and reform filing and decision-making timelines to allow sufficient time for complaints and appeals to be prepared and filed and for due process protections by giving adjudicators the time they need to conduct proper investigations, hold hearings, make well-informed and just decisions, and provide a timely remedy.

4. **Increase the capacity of election management bodies on EDR and investigation:** To ensure uniform standards and consistency in the dispute resolution process, election commissions and polling boards should receive training on the EDR process. Trainings and workshops could be implemented with RIK, the Administrative Court, the prosecutor’s office and police and cover international standards for adjudication of electoral complaints and investigation standards and provide comparative examples to guide reform.

5. **Conduct voter education and public outreach on using and accessing the complaint adjudication process:** RIK should develop an outreach plan and work with civil society organizations to enhance awareness and understanding of the election complaints.

---
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process among citizens, the media and civil society through increased public outreach, voter education and tailored training. This will empower voters to utilize formal complaints mechanisms and interact professionally with the process.